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Official urges IC 
to heed AIDS risk 
Students are high risk group 
BY CHRIS SWINGLE 
'' Your college experience can teach 
you how to think, and it can broaden 
your own vision," says Roy H. Park, 
Chairman of the Ithaca College Board 
of Trustees, commenting on his 
philosophy towards higher education. 
"Any student who wants to apply 
himself and has a reasonable ability 
can lift himself up, if he wants to work 
at it." 
Park has followed his own 
philosophy, traveling from childhood 
on a Dobson, North Carolina farm to 
head of a communications empire 
right here in Ithaca. At age 76, he is 
Chairman of the Board of Directors 
and Chief Executive Officer of Park 
Communications, Inc., a company. 
whose 1986 revenue was nearly $137 
million. The company owns and 
operates seven television stations, 19 
radio stations and 73 newspapers, 
spanning 22 state~:----- · ' --
,. · ---·· The office· · · 
From his fifth-floor Terrace Hill 
office, Park looks out over downtown 
Ithaca. The view includes Cornell 
University's bell tower ·and Cayuga 
· Lake's south shore in the distance; the 
skyline is definitely not one of a big 
city. Why is such a powerful company 
based in a city of fewer"than 50,000 
people? 
"Ithaca is or.e· of the few towns 
where the student population is more 
than the permanent population," 
Park says. "You get a lot of young 
people who are stimulating. You have 
a lot of concerts, speakers, and a high 
degree of intelligence.'' 
Leaning back in his chair; Park 
speaks slowly but clearly, his North 
Carolina roots leaving a trace of a 
southern accent. His wooden desk 
measures about five feet in width, 
with curved edges and gold trim. Two 
chandeliers hang overhead in the large 
.office. 
Park does not spend most of his 
time here, though. His assistant 
Walter Borton explains that Park 
travels regularly on business, rarely 
see Park page 4 
ITHACAN/ ADAM RIESNER-
-PRIEST-OF PEACE: Rev. Jose Alas, fonner aide to.the late Archbishop 
Romero of FJ Salvador, spoke Wednesday at Mueller Chapel on the U.S. 
role in Central America. He warned that the United States is setting up ·ror ,,,, 
another Vietnam. 
BY PAM BENSON 
Anyone can get AIDS and the col-
lege student is no exception. 
"We can no longer face the disease 
with the attitude of 'it's not my pro-
blem,''' said Barbara Coyle;Director 
of Education at the Southern Tier 
AIDS Program. 
This was the message given to 
about 130 people at a program last 
Wednesday entitled, "Risky Business: 
AIDS and the College Student" in the 
Egbert Union Multi-Purpose Room 
A. A brief discussion was follo\ved by 
a film and questions from the 
audience. 
Immune system 
AIDS, Acquired Immune Deficien-
cy Syndrome, is a disorder that at-
tacks the body's immune system. It is 
caused by a virus called human im-
munodeficiency virus or HIV, The 
virus strips the immune system of its 
natural defenses and the body is 
unable to fight off infection that a 
' normal functioning immune system 
could fight without any problems. 
"College students are at risk 
because of sexual experimentation," 
Coyle said. 
. - -
The largest percent of all AIDS vic-
tims are in the age group between 
15-30 and 15-30·percent in that age 
group have four or more sexual part-
ners, Coyle said. "The fear of sexually 
,,transmitted diseases has by-passed the 
fear of nuclear war," she said. 
B_ryant-Park_loses its 'roots' 
last in a series 
of neighborhood articles. 
Communities play a large role in 
the lives of Americans, and just as 
American lifestyles are changing, so 
are their neighborhoods. Bryant Park 
is, in that way, the typical 
neighborhood. 
Bob and Linda Terry moved into 
Bryant Park in 1970. One of the 
things that impressed the Terrys was 
the neighborhood's ''sense of roots." 
Everyone knew everyone, and most of 
their neighbors still lived in the houses 
they were born in. But nothing ever 
stays the same. "We're the only peo-
ple [from the original neighborhood] 
still here," said Boh Terry. "That's a 
change I don't like;· I can't even tell 
you who the people are who live one 
house away." 
Even the home the Terrys live in 
displays change. Their Worth Street 
residence, which is beng remodeled, 
stands out among the more traditional 
homes in the community. 
The Terrys have noticed changes in 
more than just houses and their oc-
cupants. The parents of six children, 
the Terrys say they have watched the 
Bryant Park schools take a turn for 
the worst. "The overall situation of 
the schools has gone from academic 
excellence to turmoil," said Bob. This 
change resulted in the Terrys' moving 
their children from public schools to 
private schools. Bob Terry blames the 
downfall of the schools on a change 
in the administration. 
Many Bryant Park residents blame 
the changes in their community on the 
expansion of Cornell University. As 
the university continues to grow, more 
students are seeking off-campus hous-
ing. This has resulted in political 
see Bryant page 5 
In addition to college students be-
ing at risk, Coyle listed five other 
groups: Gay and bisexual men, in-
travenous, drug users who share 
needles, heterosexuals with multiple 
partners, hemophiliacs, and babies 
born ffom infectious mothers. 
"It's not who a person is that 
makes them at risk, it's the behaviours 
we have to start looking at," Coyle 
said. 
The film, entitled, "Sex, Drugs and 
AIDS" focuses on the transmission of 
AIDS, who is at risk, and how 
everyone can participate in safe sex 
through the use of a condom during 
any kind of sex. 
It presented actual AIDS victims 
who gave a straight forward account 
about how they received the virus. 
The film pointed out that AIDS is 
hard to get. It's only transmitted from 
one person to another through in-
fected semen or blood. The virus has 
to come in contact with blood. AIDS 
cannot be transmitted through 
holding hands, sharing cosmetics, or 
sharing shower facilities or other 
casual contact. _ ,,; 
"Any activity where the opportuni-
-:;ty of infected semen to enter the 
bloodstream exists causes risk,'' Coyle 
said. 
Oral sex 
A student asked if the virus can be 
transmitted from oral sex. "We do 
not have any documented cases where 
, oral sex has been the root of the 
disease," Coyle said. "What we do 
know is infected semen has a high 
concentration of the virus. There is a 
risk if there are any sores or bleeding 
gums in the mouth." 
Another student asked about the 
virus being transmitted through saliva. 
"There aren't any documented cases 
of AIDS, when the virus was 
transmitted through open mouth kiss-
ing," Coyle said. 
"There was a lot of media attention 
about a year ago saying that the virus 
is in saliva. But for i>e9ple that were 
diagnosed with AIDS, the virus was 
only found IO percent of the time· in 
[their] saliva," Coyle said. 
see AIDS page 3 
Reporter finds '60s-style idealism in Washington 
A personal account I participated in, and the people I talk- "This is an example of the peace in tie-dyed T-shirts, businessmen in 
of last week's rally. eel with last Saturday in W;lShington, movement moving from diverse faded jeans, factory workers with 
BY PATRICK M. GRAHAM I'm convinced that the '60's-style groups to the masses," Doug Calvin, their baseball caps and hunting jackets 
Many people ~ age complain that idealism has been resurrected with the •a student activist, shouted as Peter, and grandmothers ~ tennis sh~ 
the activism of two decades ago only support of a full spectrum of people Paul and _Mary sang "If I had a Ham- came to protest an mun oral war m 
exists in history books or comes alive who have a different vision from that mer."· "Students are out in force Nicaragua and racist oppression in 
in some politics class for an hour. of those currently in power. Students, together," he added. South Africa. Some brought banners 
They see an unfortunate consensus of religious and labor organizations Around mid-morning about 35,000 that ~d, "Impeach_ ~eagan," others 
apathy coupled with undying_pursuit agree that there is a sense of deep con- people gathered in the cold drizzle on held SIIWI that asked for ~: Sop1e 
for material comforts. - Indealism, flict over how the country is using its the Ellipse in front of the White people screamed for eco~~ Justice; 
once thought--ingrained in the youth power. House to hear various speakers de- so!fie handed ~ut leai!ets which con-
. of Western democracies, has ap- "This rally shows the voice of a nounce the ~Reagan Administration's tamed _reve~tions or LOntr~ W"l!g 
parently lost much of its.vigor due to new generation," said activist Abbie policies in CentralAmerica and South sm~ and U .s.· repress10n m 
- -: ·_ a bo~Qardmeilt of conservative zeal. Hoffman as he looked over the crowd Africa. Meanwhile others scrambled Pu~o Ri~. _ 
- ,:,,-;;,Or has idealism merely _taken a, of young ·and old protestors. "I've to make a buck with their tables of - Stiµ _others ~e ~use they f~ 
, long overdue rest, gaining:strength for been to many demonstrations, and no buttons, b,umberstickers or an ·occa- anothC! war f!Ught , involve theu 
Reagan will be sending 50,000 U.S. 
troops to Honduras next month for 
war exercises, and those men "could 
be used to invade Nicaragua" in con-
junction with a Contra offensive. If 
young Americans are called to arms 
"there will be a resistance the world 
has never seen," he said, stirring 
thoughts of burning draft cards once 
again. 
As buses dropped off more mar-
chers, the protest on the Ellipse grew 
louder. Nearby a group _of about 
one tho~d people stood in line for 
tickets to a White House tour, seem-
ingly oblivious ·_to the sights and 
anew fight? , _ : rally since the Sixties has had so many sional book. g~~on. ~el ~berg, who)~-
Indeed: After the march-and rally _ people under 30 in it." '·From all over the country.students ed the shocking Pentagon Papers S81d see Rally page 6 
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Student, recovering bulimic, offers Words of hope 
Second of two articles 
BY CHRIS SWINGLE · 
A full stomach after a delicious 
meal gives most people a satisfied, 
happy feeling. But for someone with 
bulimia, the emotions are anxiety and 
stress. Desperately desiring to be thin, 
the bulimic commonly seeks relief by 
vomiting. 
"One time I had to go to a dinner 
at a country club in my hometown 
[two years ago]. I didn't want to eat. 
I was at the point of starving myself," 
says IC student Elizabeth Brisson, 22, 
a recovering bulimic who hopes shar-
ing her experiences may help others. 
"I remember every bite. I had to 
excuse myself every 45 minutes to go 
to the bathroom-and then wait until 
the bathroom was empty so I could 
throw up." Brisson has permitted use 
of her real name so that people realize 
bulimics are not nameless, faceless 
people who develop this food obses-
sion, but probably people you know. 
Misperception 
She wants to point out that the pro-
blem is particularly difficult because 
usually the bulimic's friends perceive 
him/her as "perfect." For example, 
Brisson maintains a high grade-QOint-
average, is an accomplished musician, 
and was chosen from among tough 
competition to spend last semester at 
a school in Japan. "I'm an ac-
complished person," she says, "but I 
also have problems." 
Bulimia -is an eating disorder 
characterized by repeated overeating 
followed by forced vomiting, prolong-
ed fasting, or abuse of laxatives or 
diuretics. Recent statistics show that 
one in five college women engages in 
bulimic behavior. In all age groups, 
the majority of cases are reported in 
women-95 percent. 
Addiction 
The binge/purge behavior cycle is 
addictive and progressive, and will on-
ly become worse if ignored. Help 
comes from acknowledging the pro-
blem, and dealing with its roots. 
Brisson explains that the bulimic's 
problem goes beyond food. 
It's a symptom of the real pro-
blem," she says. "It's a parasite on 
whatever is wrong." 
. Brisson says many factors con-
tribute to causing bulimia. "It's a 
social" pressures, she says, and a 
desire to be in control. - . . 
That "control" means adhering to 
rigid, often unrealistic goals, most 
notably controlling every bite of food 
that is eaten. When bulimics eat one 
bite "too many," beyond their 
predetennined allotment, the feeling 
is of such extreme failure that they eat 
everything else in sight-"if she can't 
be good on a diet, she'll be perfectly 
awful," explains Life Skills Education 
Inc.'s pamphlet, "Bulimia: Eating 
Yourself Sick." 
Distinction 
Brisson notes the distinction bet-
ween bulimia and a similar eating 
disorder, bulimarexia. She was 
diagnosed as having the latter, which 
is characterized by starving yourself 
(anorexia) and then vomiting when 
you do eat (bulimia). 
The need for control carries over in-
to other aspects of the bulimic's life. 
For Brisson, perfect grades in school· 
became an obsession. Everything was 
black or white, she says, with "very 
few grays. For me, either I got an 'A,' 
or I might as well have gotten an 'F.' 
A '92' was not good enough," she 
explain_s, "i_t's not perfect." But, :She 
would console a friend that his or her 
'C' was not so bad, saying that is an 
average grade. "It's all •self-
standards," she says; the bulimic on-
ly demands such perfection from him 
or herself. 
Perfection 
The media and society dictate that 
"thin is in" for women, and many 
want to be skinny. Bulimics become 
obsessed, and try to become each 
"perfect" image they view. "So if I 
see Christie Brinkley," five-foot-one-
inch Brisson explains, "I know I can't 
change my height, but I can change 
my thighs.'' 
Trying to be like the women in 
Coke commercials, Brisson says, sets 
anyone up for failure--the worst 
enemy of a bulimic. She or he then 
turns to food for solace, binging on 
cookies, ice cream, bread or whatever 
is available. A deeper sense of failure 
leads to purging, often including a 
weight check on the scale. 
"I felt sorry for individuals whose 
main focus in life was how skinny they 
could ge_tJ because it meant they were 
TOWER TAXI 
222 S. Cayuga Street 
272-5982 
Call now for reservations to the 
airport and bus station 
IBBDUGOOD .. 
WITB.UIBILS? 
I We are seeking the select few high-
caliber individuals who are as bullish on 
their future as we are on ours. 
We are Investment Bankers/Brokers 
with an enviable record of underwriting 
growth-oriented investment opportunities. 
With our tenth branch office about to 
open, wearelookingforwardtoeven more 
growth and continued success. 
. If you love a challenge, thrive on suc-
cess, and are interesteo in beginning or 
advancing your career in investment 
sales . .. you may be the rare breed we are 
looking for. 
Call Jim Battaglia at (716)325-4611 or 
write to: P.O. Box 40789, Rochester 
New York 14604. 
basically and intensely unhappy," 
continues the former bulimic. I had to 
question who I was trying to be skin-
ny for, and why I was so concerned 
by what others thought of ine." 
Besides emotional side-effects, 
bulimia can cause irreparable damage . 
to the body. Excessive vomiting can 
cause death from cardiac arrest, 
kidney failure, impaired metabolism, 
or severe dehydration. 
''The acid from your stomach rots 
your teeth," Brisson says. Bulimics 
may also suffer "intestinal problems, 
ulcers, and protein, potassium 
chloride, and sodium deficiencies," 
she adds. 
But help is available. One obstacle 
is admitting the problem exists. 
Brisson says bulimics must realize they 
will never cure the eating disorder until 
they work on what's behind the pro-
blem. "You have to delve into your 
past, into who you are," she says. 
Acknowledge problem 
"If you only throw up once or 
twice a week, you're probably still 
· developing a problem. Anyone who 
thinks they don't have a problem is in 
the denial stage, but is compulsive and 
ought to look twice," Brison cautions. 
"It's a lot easier to cure it at the once-
a-week stage than when it's six times 
a day." 
"A lot of people don't seek treat-
ment because they're afraid of 
failure," she adds. She encourages 
college women who suspect they're 
bulimic, or may be developing the 
problem, to get help now. "School is 
the most opportune time-help is free. 
It's $75 an hour once you get out in-
to the real world," Brisson says. 
Control 
"If you think you can control it, 
humor me-just stop for a week,'' she 
challenges. "It's an addiction, and it 
talces a relatively long time to cure. It's 
developed over a long period of time; 
it's not going to go away overnight." 
She admitted the problem "when I 
was 20, when I could no longer con-
trol when I vomited-when it was con-
trolling me,'' she says. "But, it took 
me until I was 21 to take action." 
"Realize it's a serious problem and 
that you need to get help," Brisson 
adds. 
She did, and it changed her life 
dramatically. "I learned why I did 
these terrible things to my body," she 
says. "An important part of any 
ordeal is that it takes·your life to such 
extremes that you explore part of 
yourself that a healthier person would 
never question." 
"I'm a lot healthier now than I was 
at 17,'' she adds. "I've come full cir-
The proof Is in ihe people 
cle, and gone up · a level." The 
·awareness has also created a new sense 
of responsibility for Brisson. 
"I would not be half of who I am 
if I hadn't had to start from the bot-
tom and figure out what my priorities 
were,'' she says. 
Brisson has only recently been able 
to discuss her bulimic behaviors. 
"Whenever you reveal yourself," she 
says, "you realize there are people 
who will pat you on the b~ck, and 
there are people who will say 'll:!fs 
sick' behind your back.'' 
Since negative judgments cause the 
b~mic severe trauma and binging, 
Bnsson says "you have to have 
already come full circle" to speak 
openly. 
She realizes that she'll always be an 
over-achiever, but also that this is not 
· a problem in itself. "What has to 
change is the obsessiveness," Brisson 
explains. "What's different now is 
that if I don't achieve my goals, it's 
okay. l still work as hard, but I have 
a lot more fun." 
"Now if my stomach is full, and 
something happens to upset me, in-
stead of running to the bathroom I 
take resp·onsibility for myself," 
Brisson says. "I act on what the pro-
blem is, instead of letting the. problem 
act on me." 
.._ 
People llke Lynn Knup, psychology major who feels her educational experi-
ence at Iona was enriched by supportive professors who provided en-
couragement in pursuing her career as a rehabilitation specialist. 
Lynn alsO noted that the liberal arts curriculum gave her the perspective 
and background she needed in her chosen field. 
~ Summerat 
~ 
·<····' Iona: earn 
transferable 
credits while you 
work 
Summer session at Iona is a great 
way to hold down a summer job and 
earn credits towards your degree ... 
all without going·too far from home! Our 
summer courses give you the highest 
quality instruction because they're 
taught by the same outstanding profes-
sors who teach our regular courses. 
Choose between morning, evening 
and weekend courses. We schedule 
our summer courses to fit your needs. 
There are also graduate courses avail-
able at our Rockland campus . 
. You can take undergraduate 
courses in . . . Business Administra-
tion ... Computer Science ... Health 
Care Administration ... Education ... 
Laboratory Science . . . Social Sci-
ences ... Humanities ... Foreign Lan-
guages ... and other areas. 
Courses are also offered in Iona's 
graduate degree programs ... Busi-
ness Administration . . . Health Care 
Systems Management ... Education 
. .. Educational Computing ... English 
. . . Computer Science . . . Communi-
cation Arts. 
Courses start: Weekend - May 29 
Session 1 - May 26 
Session 2 - June 8 
Session 3 - July 13 
In-person registration begins May 
18. Registration days and evenings. 
Visiting students may register by mail. 
For complete information, call our toll 
free number or (914) 633-2592. 
Iona Colle 
r-------------------------------- ---~ I .A~ To: Office of Summer Sessions 1 
I. ~'A.V~ f!!t.- Ple~se send me a complete course listing at 1 
I ~~: '-'~\,...,,. 0 New Rochelle Campus [J Rockland Campus I 
I~~~ I 
I -~~ "'~ r::f' I 
I~ ~~~~ro~q,"""':~ Name·------:----------------- I I . ~~~(:)CJl~rt,'t-~fg(;!:~4._- I 
I · ·' ,o ~~~o~ ~ro;..<o" Address 1 I · - d- ~ -c-~ cy-J. -------------------- I 
; ·s.,'?J'\,~ 4u~y . . 
I ~ ... & ~#,r:,'t3 City ________ state Zi I L----------------------~----- p __ J 
---------
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New ICSG Executive Board plans for the fall 
BY JERILYN VELOF 
Next year's Student Government 
Executive Board is as enthusiastic as· 
it is well organized. The Executive 
Board's five members oversee such 
things as money allocation to clubs 
and lighting problems on campus. 
Harvey Epstein-President 
Epstein, a sophomore politics and 
social studies education major, has 
been involved with student govern-
ment since high school and his en-
thusiasm has not wavered since. Eps-
tein talks forcefully about the impor-
tance of student awareness on 
campus. 
Communication from the student 
body to the student government is a 
major problem says Epstein. "I'm go-
ing to have a table in the Union and 
ask students about their concerns." 
Knowing what people want done is 
the first step for change, he says. "I 
want people to say about me, 'He 
wants to know how we feel.' " Once 
the needs of the students are known. 
action can Ile taken, Epstein s~ys. 
Diana Decker-Vice· President of 
Business and Finance 
"We made unbelievable progress 
this year,'' Sophomore Diana Decker 
says. Decker entered the position of 
GOING TO MISS YOUR 
FRIENDS 
OVER THE SUMMER? 
Make them eat their hearts out with pictures from 
le 
PHOTOGRAPHY 
• 15 proofs to select from 
•SAVE no sitting fee with this ad 
•Many backgrounds and poses to select from 
•Remember your housemates and friends with group pictures 
•All work guaranteed ... and believe it or not 







Please Call for appointment 
277-0264 
·- I 




Marque Ill Top of 
the Ladder sees 
SUNNY DAYS 
AHEAD ... and 
IN•WEARI 
Matinique speaks 
your language with 
great cottons for 
him and her. Don't 
leave town without 
them! 
P.S. Have a Great 
Summer, Ithaca 
College. 
VP of Business and Finance in 
January and was re-elected to be VP 
next year. Decker oversees the 
budgeting process which allocates 
$170,100 to Student Government 
funded organizations. 
tact, I can help," Briggs says. She will 
use radio stations, WICB-TV,The 
Ithacan, and posters to increase 
publicity. _ 
Barb DiBona-Vice President of 
Academics 
It isn't always necessary to have ex-
perience in Student Government to 
become as involved as junior Barb 
DiBona will be next year. Although 
DiBona has been a Resident Assistant 
for two years, has been on the Presi-
dent's Host Committee, and in the 
Student Alumni Organization, she has 
never been involved with the Student 
Government until now. 
"I see a lot of things that should be 
done on campus," she says. Student 
Government will fmaliy-g1ve her a 
chance to help change these things. 
Changing the lack of awareness of 
the importance of teacher evaluations 
and the tenure process are two issues 
DiBona has in mind. 
see ICSG page 6 
Decker plans to have access to 
funds for clubs in the beginning of 
September instead of later in the 
semester. Helping clubs to better 
understand budgeting policies so as to 
get the most out of them is another 
goal. Decker cited policies such as; the 
loan account allows clubs to borrow 
money to plan fund raisers, and the 
floating fund makes it possible to 
receive more money later in the 
semester. 
AIDS------
Mandy Briggs-Vice President of 
Communications 
Briggs, a freshman, must pull the 
students and the Student Government 
together. Her desk is where the terms 
"awareness" and "apathy" will come 
most often. 
Involvement with the Student 
Government began for Briggs when 
she attended a leadership workshop 
on campus this past winter. The 
representative position at the HYPER 
school was open and Briggs, a 
HYPER student, moved right in. 
Then she joined the Budget Commit-
tee of Student Government. 
Next year, she'll be head of com-
munications. "If clubs need help on 
public\ty an~ ½_nowing ~ho !~- ~on-. 
from page 1 
Coyle also dispelled any rumors of 
AIDS transmitted through donating 
blood," Doyle said. "One percent of 
all the AIDS cases in New York state 
have been from blood transfusions.'' 
The problems began prior to the 
knowledge that the virus existed. Since 
the spring of 1985 every unit of blood 
has been tested across the country, she 
said. -.... 
, Many students from the audience 
agreed that the issue of AIDS is 
overlooked on this campus. "Not on-
ly is it overlooked but also ignored," 
IC student Laura Sommers said. 
"They [students] rea!ize it's there but 
many don't understand the 
seriousness of it." 
Althou~h there is no cure'. AIDS is 
Gurkha Shorts ........................ $12.99 
Field Jackets ........................ $14.95 
B undeswehr ........................... $8. 7 5 
Giant T- Shirts ...................... $4.00 
103 Dryden Road, Collegetown 
273-8200 
preventable. The use of a condom 
during sexual intercourse may 
decrease the risk of AIDS. Also, do 
not have sexual contact with' any per-
son whose past history and current 
health status is unknown, and do not 
share needles if you use intravenous 
drugs. 
• 'The best way to protect yourself 
is to talk with your partners about 
their risk level in the past so you can 
both understand what each of you are 
facing in terms of risk, and also talk 
about what kind of sex you want to 
have," said Jim Croteau, of the 
Ithaca College Counseling Center and 
Chair of Tompkins County AIDS 
Task Force. 
"I use the film in all ofmy classes," 
Susanne Morgan Associate Professor 
ih the Sociology Department said. "I 
think it ·reaches where student con-
cerns are.'' 
The incubatin period for AIDS 
symptoms to develop can range from 
6 months to several years. There is a 
test available to see if you are infected 
with the virus. For more information 
on free, anonymous counseling or 
testing, call 1-800462-1884. 
Dr. Robert Ballard, Director of the 
Health Center, says AIDS testing is 
available at facilities on Campus and 
all matters are confidential. 
-- - .-- ---- . -~------- --.---·----
-- '-----. ·-·-- _1 I'-'··'•·' .[.I J.) :, •. _\ I.~".._'•,.._..:...~----
., 
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Park----------
from page 1 
spending two full weeks in Ithaca. 
Wherever he is, though, Park works 
long hours. 
"There are no eight-hour days and 
five-day weeks," Borton says. Indeed, 
time is a valuable resource, he ex-
plains. "We live on deadlines; the ab-
solute best use of time is essential 
always." 
But Park has found time for other 
interests, including the positions of 
Chairman and President of the Dun-
can Hines Foundation, President of 
the Tompkins County Chamber of 
Commerce, and Director of the Pepsi-
Cola Bottling Corporation in Wilm-
ington, NC. He has been a member 
of 39 clubs, including Phi Kappa Phi, 
the New York State Publishers 
Association and the Public Relations 
Society of America. 
As displayed on the walls of his 
waiting area, Park's 16 honors include 
citations for distinguished service, 
declarations of honorary citizenship 
and honorary degrees, including a 
1985 Doctorate of Laws degree from 
Ithaca College. 
of power as president of the Board of 
Trustees, but he doesn't abuse it," 
says Jill Weiner, student trustee on the 
board (1984-1986). Park became a 
trustee in 1973, and a member of the 
executive committee in 1977 . 
Park also contributes financially to 
IC. In addition, his influence as a 
commllllity and business leader helps 
raise money for the school. "He is so 
well respected--and that's to the 
benefit of Ithaca College," Weiner 
says. 
Park graduated from high school at 
age 15, and then received a bachelor's 
degree in business administration and 
a master's degree in journalism from 
North Carolina State University in 
1931. He has remained active with the 
alumni association, development 
council, and board of trustees at NC 
State. 
"In any school, to make it go for-
ward you have to have alumni who 
contribute generously--and if they're 
in a higher income bracket, they can 
contribute even more," Park says. 
James J. Whalen. "It is not unusual 
for him to spend 45 minutes on the 
phone with Jim, two to three times per 
week," Borton explains. 
"He seems to almost have adopted 
\Ithaca College as his own," Weiner 
says. "You see a man who's 76, who 
runs Park Communications and helps 
run Ithaca College, and his devotion 
to higher education is obvious--or .he 
wouldn't do it." · 
"He's ·been involved in education 
since his early years out of college," 
Borton agrees. Since then, Park has 
worked in th~ business world in a 
variety of areas. 
"I've had four careers: writer and 
editor, advertising and public rela-
tions, food marketing, and now com-
munications," Park said as com-
mencement speaker at IC in May 
1985. "When my work gets routine 
and becomes dull, I move on to 
another challenge.'' 
There were, of course, many 
challenges and educational ex-
periences along the way. 
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With his extensive business and 
civic interests, why is Park involved 
with Ithaca College? 
"It is a llllique combination of pro-
fessional and liberal arts studies," 
Park says. "It's very exciting." 
He is happy about Ithaca College's 
growth, and supports plans to con-
struct a hew communications school. 
"I'm very pleased over that," he says. 
"I think this school, by the record of 
where its graduates have gone, is one 
of the top schools anywhere in 
telecommunications.'' 
"When I first went to school, I had 
in mind I would be a doctor," Park 
says. His relative was one, so Park 
spent the summer after his first year 
of college working with him. "We 
delivered babies. I would start the fire 
and we'd boil water so we could have 
some degree of sanitation," Park 
says. 
ROY PARK 
Park runs the three full-board 
meetings each year, since assuming the 
position in 1982. "He really has a lot 
Borton, former head of Public In-
formation at Ithaca College, says that 
Park works closely with IC President 
ING 
In the tradition of The College Bowl and Jeopardy! 
Coming Next Fall To 
Campus Channel Six 
"After awhile, I decided there 
wasn't much glamour in this, and I 
believed I'd rather be working with 
well people rather than sick people,'' 
Park adds. 
Journalism 
Park then got a job with the 
Associated Press news wire service, 
running a mimeograph machine. "I'd 
always liked to write," he explains. 
"Pretty soon I taught myself how to 
do teletype--bought a Sears and 
Roebuck instruction book. 
· Park made himself indispensable, 
he says, so that his boss missed the 
student worker during the college's 
spring break. "He decided he couldn't 
get alo!lg without some help, so he 
gave me a starting salary which. was. 
a whole lot of money back then." 
Park's first job was also his worst, 
he acknowledges, .because of one of 
his responsibilities. "Back in those· 
days we electrocuted people who com-
mitted murder and they had a very ar-
chaic custom down. there [South 
Carolina]. Newspaper people went 
out and saw the poor devil die, and 
heard his last words," Park says. 
"They pulled the switch, and you 
had to tell when the man quit squir-
ming." Shifting in his chair, Park 
adds, "Well, I've had nightmares 
about it, but that was part of the job 
and you had to do it." 
Park remained in North Carolina 
for 11 years more, working as public 
relations director for the North 
Carolina Cotton Growers Associa-
tion. He moved to Ithaca in 1942 as 
President and Director of his own 
advertising agency, Agriculture 
Advertising and Research, Inc. At this 
time, though Park was only 31 years 
old, he was declared a "business suc-
cess" by NBC Radio's "Monitor" 
program. 
How does Park react to being 
labelled an early entrepreneurial suc-
cess? He says the term is hard to 
define. 
"I think a business success is doing 
something that you like to do, and do-
ing it is well as you can," he says. 
There were failures along the way, 
too, though. In t!te I940's, Park 
worked on the small-town and rural 
efforts during New York Governor 
Thomas E. Dewey's unsuccessful 
campaign for the presidency. Op-
timistically, Park had even been look-
ing for a house in Washington, D.C.-
-but that wasn't to be. 
"I think you learn from your 
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-Phone Home* 
Call your mom, anywhere in the con-
tinental U.S., up to 3 minutes. In Center 
Ithaca, May 7th, 6pm-8pm; May 8th, 
6pm-8pm; May 9th, lOam-tpm E.T. will 
be at the Center to help you "phone 
home." 
Register Your Mom 
between May 1st and May 9th at par-
ticipating downtown stores for in-
dividual in-store drawings and a Grand 
Prize Drawing. Look for the window 
poster. 
in Center Ithaca at 2pm 
Day ~are Information Exchange 
. m Center Ithaca, 10am-3pm 
(!104 F!'f~ive Radio Remote 
Downtown and in Center Ithaca 
Noon-2pm - Stop by and say hello. 
f:DmBCmltY::iQ_t-~naW .. Wlf/:e:iR~icffif4•s-
Woolworth ~---. ~~7::~~:r:iis ~qJ[XJ 
115 East Green St., Downtown Iii'., 272·2115 ~ 
failures or setbacks," Park says; "and 
we all have·them." 
Ducan Hines was Park's next ma-
jor project, and this one had more 
success. He founded Hines-Park 
Foods, Inc. in 1948, merging with 
Proctor and Gamble in I 956. 
"It was the finest thing that ever 
happened to me so far as business was 
concerned," Park says. He remained 
a consultant to Proctor and Gamble 
until 1969. 
Finally, but no less successfully, he 
returned to the communications 
business. 
Park acquired his first television 
station, WNCT of Greenville, North 
Carolina, in 1962. That same year he 
purchased WNCT-FM of Greenville, 
adding "The Daily Sun" of Warner 
Robins, Georgia, in 1972. And the 
business kept groWing. 
Isn't Roy Park, by age 76, ready 
for retirement? Perhaps 'the answer 
can be found iri his words to IC's 
graduating class of '85: 
"Go out into the world and do 
things that give you fulfillment," Park 
says. "Involve yourself in a career that 
you enjoy so much that you never 
count the hours-in a job that is so 
much fun that you look forward to 
going to work every morning." 
I 
Values, ' Light furnishings for 
clothing, jewelry, and crafts people on the move. OUr tradition from the peoples of the world Center Ithaca, near the Home Dairy • Phone Home Sponsored by D.I.B.A. and Center Ithaca 
~ cassettes, compact discs. 
Sony Walkmen, portables 
and headphones. 
In Center Ithaca, On the Commons 
277-4776 
-
Cards & Gifts 
for 
MOMS 
. ~ empoJl{um 
.,, 
.,. 
a S1 •• Ithaca 272-4920 §oll'-1 CH~~JTESi 
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·- • & FURNISHINGS i 
126 The Commons ' 
Ithaca, N. V. 273,7424 
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Reminisce at The Station 
BY PAMJil,A_BENSON 
Although the engines are now 
silent, one can easily imagine the old-
time train station in the city's West 
End filled with passengers waiting to 
depart. 
The Station, once a major stop in 
the Lehigh Valley Line, that ran from 
Buffalo to New ¥ ork, has· now 
become one of the most uni(lue and 
well-known restaurants in Itliaca. 
Joe Ciaschi, owner and manager, 
bought, the building in 1964 for 
$50,000, and two years later, gave it 
an elegant and museum-like at-
mosphere and opened what was then, 
one of the first railroad-station 
restaurants in the country. 
"Railroads are a lost thing," 
Ciaschi said. "A lot of kids have never 
been on a train and have no concept 
of what they were like." 
Ciaschi is a veteran of the 
restaurant scene in Ithaca. In 1959 he 
and a partner opened a fish-fry stand· 
along Route 96 that was called 
Bishop's. Two years later, he sold his 
half and opened another restaurant on 
Third Street that he operated for 10 
years. In the meantime, he had bought 
Jb«: Station in 1961. 
Authentic atmosphere 
After buying the restaurant, Ciaschi 
hired an interior decorator to remodel 
the building to its original style by 
recreating an' authentic atmosphere of 
a real train station. "He chose dif-
ferent colors and fabrics," he said .. 
"But I did about 90 percent of the 
de.corating." 
"Much of the furniture is from the 
station," Ciaschi said. The other 
decorative items are all from either the 
. Lehigh Valley Line or from other 
railroad stations. 
"Even the material on the cushions 
in the waiting area is original," he 
said. "It came from the Lehigh Valley 
yards and dates l:iack to before 1917." 
A four-faced, 18-f ... ,. -:.;,: ~ .. -: .. J., 
dock greel.l> pam.m- c•ui,1dc ol the 
restaurant. The clock came from a 
Sayre County railroad station that was 
also on the Lehigh Valley Line. 
Ciaschi thought it would be another 
unique addition to the restaurant. The 
clock does keep accurate time, if it is 
wound every eight days. 
Inside the building, the main din-
ing room was the waiting area, while 
the ticket counters, with the original 
iron bars, is now a 12-seat bar. 
The most requested seating areas 
are the three authentic cars that con-
nect to the station, Ciaschi said. The 
green car is lavishly decorated with a 
light green velvet on the walls and 
each window is adorned with shades 
and curtains. Tables and chairs line 
the car, with a narrow aisle down the 
middle. 
Connected to the green room is the 
gold room that is similarly decorated 
with original items from the railroad 
. age; both cars can be used for dining, 
parties ·or banquets. Old black and 
white pictures hang slightly crooked 
on the wall. The dim, golden light 
creates a feeling reminiscent of the old 
West. 
Food and Service' 
History is also seen on the unique 
menus that are printed in the form of 
tickets; your choice for dinner is 
taken by the conductor, or waitress or 
waiter. Drinks are posted on signs 
which once told about arriving and 
departing trains. The menu includes 
all kinds of beef, chicken and 
vegetable dishes and a salad bar. 
"We pride ourselves on our ex-
cellent food and service," Ciaschi 
said. "I think we have become suc-
cessful from the combination of the 
atmosphere, food, service and 
location." 
Increase in Business 
"Business has slightly gone up 
every year," Ciaschi said. When The 
Station first opened, there was no 
competition, he said. Since then, 
!:l.lil\ ,1fh1.,•r ;,_-,::1,1: •.H, '1!1Hl:1t h, The 
· ,,.: , •h 11w .. :::a P 
quality of food and reasonable prices. 
"But over the years, we have at least 
maintained a steady increase and have 
remained in business," he said. 
In the busy times of the year, 
Ciaschi has up to 50 employees. 
Ciaschi said it's hard to estimate how 
many customers come in per day 
because there are so many peaks and 
valleys throughout the year. However, 
"On the average, about 80-100 
customers come in per day," he said. 
Bryant--
from page 1 
pressure from local residents for 
stricter zoning laws. "Zoning is a 
necessary evil," said Bob, "If you 
-take a three-or four-bedroom house 
and put 1 O stuclents in it, it becomes 
an undesirable situation," he 
continued. 
Bob, who is employed by Cornell 
as a research technician, is able to see 
both sides of the issue. "Let's face it: 
What would Ithaca be without Cor-
nell?" said Bob. "Ithaca would be 
just another Dryden, New York," he 
continued. 
According to the Terrys, the·way 
the city looks at Bryant Park has 
changed too. "It used to be that it 
didn't matter what time I cleaned the 
snow out; the plows had already been 
here," Bob said. "Now it's just the 
opposite," he continued. However, 
the Terrys did note that during the 
time they had excellen~ public service, 
the public works comissioner was a 
neighbor. "I think the city is falling 
short on its services," said Bob. 
The Terrys don't have only negative 
things to say about Bryant Park. "It's 
a great location," said Linda. "It's 
convenient to Cornell, it's convenient 
to downtown, it's just a wonderful 
location," she said. 
Bryant Park will continue to play 
a large role in the lives of the '"[errys 
and its other residents. Bill Slater 
By Alison Lee 
Rebecca Keilen - Speech Path. ChriS .f'rangos - Mgt - t37 
- '87 When they re-named Smiddy Hall 
Lasting in the Dugout from 3pm un- from its previous name. 
tiJ closing, and throwing up on my 
roommate in someone else's car. 
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Shannon Donovan - Speech 
Comm. - '87 
When l went skinny-dipping in the Going to lodge parties, and driving 
fou!)tain with my friends. home with my headli~hts off. 
WIN $97 
1,2, or 3 TIMES EVERYDA y· 
PLAY THE NEW DAILY DOUBLE 
•Every day* Lite 97.3 FM will play two favorites back to 
back on Jeff Scott's morning program between 
6a.m.-10a.m. 
•Listen to 97 .3 FM, and Jeff will tell you how many times 
the Daily Double will be repeated that day. 
• Listen for double and triple replays! 
• When you hear the Daily Double favorites again, 
Call and Win $97! 
•Turn on the Lite, Lite 97.3 FM. 
•Monday-Fritfa;. No·re~t winners. Also on 95.5 in Downtown Ithaca . 
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Rally--
from page 1 
sounds across the street. They kept 
their distance, perhaps fearing that the 
CIA or FBI agent might 8$0Ciate 
them with this "leftist" rally. 
But for those with courage, being 
labeled a subversive or traitor only 
make the struggle worthwhile. 
'' A movement like this loses, loses un-
til it wins," Ellsberg said. 
Labor for instance took some pun-
ches when it broke its traditional 
silence over government policies by 
criticizing Reagan's massive military 
build up while union jobs evaporated. 
More than 20 presidents from na-
tional ·and international trade unions 
joined hands with religious and peace 
leaden. Their showing illustrated thier 
growing independence from AFL-
CIO leadership. 
When the last speaker stepped 
down from the podium the march to 
the Capitol began. 
Each group waited patiently to 
enter the marcli with its particular 
banner of protest or sign showing its 
union affiliation. To pass the time, 
many sang songs, accompanied with 
Spanish guitar; others stood silent in 
the rain. Slow_ly, the march began to,. 
move. I jumped into line. Flt'St we -
passed the White House and called on 
Reagan to show his face-but he 
wasn't home. He had decided earlier 
to retreat to the woods of Camp 
David. We then moved down ontO 
Pennsylvania Avenue. 
Along this famous route, we pass-
PROTFST FOR PEACE: Thousands gathered 
Washington to denounce Reagan's policies. 
ed by the great buildings of the reached the front lawn of the Capitol. 
Treasury, Commerce and Justice A reggae group provided entertain-
departments. The marchers became ment for the excited yet cold and wet 
somewhat quiet except for a rare out- marchers. For the next two hours, 
burst of "Reagan he's no good. send herds of people kept mo~ing up to 
him back to Hollywood," and one their respective positions around the 
student shouted "Money for tuition, stage, even though the organizers 
not for ammunition." A women com- decided to start the rally. 
mented that "this is democracy at The Rev. Jesse Jackson, wearing a 
work." We all cheered. Unired Auto Workers cap and a beige 
The police sat upon their horses, raincoat. called on the marchers to set 
probably waiting for any signs of "new course." "These are the same 
trouble. Spectators watched from forces that marched for civil rights 
hotel and clothing store windows. and against Vietnam," he said. The 
There was a look of amaz.ement on crowd roared "\\ith applause. "This is 
their faces. We moved on. a aitical time for our nation," he con-
The Capitol Dome appeared in the tinued. "We need agressive, on-· ·-
distance; a news helicopter hovered a hands leadership to solve the issues in 
few hundred feet above our heads. Central America and South Africa 
Someone shouted "Hey-Hey, Ho-ho, through peaceful means." Still an 
Ronald Reagan has got to go," and undeclared candidate for president, 
we all laughed. Finally my section Jackson received support from a 
group in the crowd who chanted, 
"Run Jesse Run." 
Toe marchers kept coming. 
Kenneth Blaylock, President of the 
American Federation of Gove(IUllent 
Employees told the protestor~ "this is 
just the beginning. The working class 
has to remind the corporate leaders 
that the principles of this country can't 
be violated." The crowd applauded. 
In addition to Blaylock's union, four 
of the country's six largest unions en-
dorsed Saturday's demonstration. 
However AFL-CIO president Lane 
Kirkland had urged workers to avoid 
the protest citing "pro-communist 
and pro-Soviet" influences. 
The la.,"1 of the 75,000 marchers 
entered the Capitol grounds half-way 
through the rally. Dr. Rosemary Rad-
fore Ruether, author and a leading 
feminist said bluntly to the largest 
peace d~onstration since the Viet-
nam War; "Civil liberties are eroding 
at the expense ot national security," 
The crowd was silent. ''The needy go 
hungry while the military grows fat." 
The crowd exploded with applause. 
As the rally continued, the pro-
testors were treated to an emotional, 
fiery greeting from actor Ed Asner 
who said everyone at this rally would 
be labeled a "subversive." He plead-
ed with the protestors to "fight for 
social justice" not just around the 
world but right here at home. Later 
toward the conclusion of the rally, 
Jackson Browne performed an 
acoustic version of the title song from 
his last album with five other Latin 
American musicians whom he called 
"my brothers." The crowd sang 
Apitl 301 1987 
along. · _ 
The day had grown long and the 
protestors had grown tired and 
hungry. The thousand or so bus-
drivers wanted to get back to where 
ever they had come from and the pro-
testors methodically began leaving the 
rally. A few speakers still delivered 
their messages and some still lisi:ened. 
About 200 dedicated souls stayed to 
clean the litter tossed about the 
Capitol grounds. One protestor ask-
ed me to help pick up the garbage. 
Then he told me he needed money for 
a trip to Rusia this summer. I gave 
him a dollar, and he was on his way. 
The march on Washington, though 
it was played down by the national 
media, underscores the emergence of 
new movement that will undoubted-
ly affect the outcome of the next 
presidential election and will continue 
well into the next decade, attracting 
more and more people, young and 
old, who want ckange. 
Cathy Belinger, a 34 year-old Flori-
dian and peace activist summed up the 
premise of this new movement. "The 
world is really changing," she said, 
"because people are realizing they 
have more power to change injustices 
into good." 
ICSG--
Pam Brooks-Vice President of Cam-
pus Affairs 
"I don't think the students realize 
how impo~t Student Government 
is. If people want to see things chang-
ed, they have to work with us," 
Brooks says. 
INTERNATIONAL By Allison Deutsch Robert DeLaney 
N_o entry 
Waldheim barred_ 
The Just.ice Depanmenr of rhe 
United States bas pur President Kurt 
Waldheim of Austria on a iist of p,:»-
ple who are barred from entering the 
L:-..u.ed S!a!eS. In taking this action. 
::,_'Je Justice Department cited evidence 
:..'z Waldheim had panicipated in ac-
:.:,·i:ies that led to the persecution of 
Jews and other groups in Greece and 
Yugosla\ia during World War 11. 
Waldheim. before becoming presi-
dent of Austria, was Secretary 
General of the United Nations for IO 
years. He is the first head of state to 
be put on the exclusionary list from 
the United States. Waldheim's record 
as a lieutenant in the German army 
from 1942 to 1945 became an issue 
during his 1986 campaign for the · 
mainly ceremonial office of Austrian 
president last year. Waldheim has 
steadfastly denied any wrongdoing on 
his pan, but has admitted that his 
earlier accounts of his war service were 
inaccurate. 
Documents were made public link-
ing Waldheim to the deportation of 
Greek Jews to deatti camps, and to 
brutal treatment or Yugoslavian par-
tisans. Apparently, the Justice 
Department has found new evidence 
against Waldheim in the National Ar-
chives and through investigations in 
Yugoslavia. 
Though Waldheim did not com-
ment on this recent U.S. action barr-
ing him from the country, the 
Austrian Government has removed its 
ambassador to the United States. 
The Justice Department action was 
based on a law that excludes any {me 
who, under Nan direction, "par-
ticipated in the persecution of any per-
son because of race, religion, national 
origin, or political opinion." The law 
does not require evidence that the per-
son engaged in any war crimes or 
crimes against humanity. 
Waldheim is now one of 40,000 
people on the Immigration and 
Naturali7.ation Service's "watch list" 
of people excluded from the U.S. 
Most of those on the list are aiminais, 
, known terrorists, communists, or 
deportees. People can be placed on 
the list for 33 different reasons. If a 
pen;on on the list attempts to enter the 
United States, he or she is generally 
turned away at the border; the act of 
being turned away can be challenged. 
A Head.of Stare, such ru. \7\·aldheim, 
who intencl..,; r.o go to the United Na-
tions, may receive a rem,x>ra1y visa. 
Upheld 
Death penalty OK 
The Supreme Court ruled five to 
four this week that a state capital 
punishment system was constitutional 
despite the fact that killers of white 
people are for more frequently 
sentenced to die than killers of blacks. 
The case that was used as a precedent 
involved a black man convicted of 
killing a white man in a 1978 Georgia 
robbery. The condemned man cited a 
study showing sharp racial disparities 
in the sentencing of killers in Georgia 
and in particular that capital punish-
ment was far more likely in cases in-
volving black killers of white victims. 
The Supreme Court held the study as 
valid, but the 1978 Georgia case was ,_.. 
upheld. -, 
The Supreme Court's decision pro-
voked many people opposed to the 
death penalty to claim that the ruling 
was distorted to avoid having pending 
death sentences overturned. The rul-
ing ended what death penalty op-
ponents had called their last sweeping 
constitutional challenge to capital 
punishment. 
It was the most important death 
penalty case sine 1976 when the court 
upheld new state laws that reinstated 
capital punishment four years after 
the Justices had struck down all death 
penalty laws as "arbitrary and 
capricious" in a decision,that turned, 
in part, on racial disparities. 
The initial impact is not expected to 
be known right away, but there are 
1,900 convicts on death row who have 
not yet exhausted their appeals on 
various issues unrelated to today's 
· decison. Today's ruling is not ex-
pected to speed up any of the execu-
tions of those on death row. 
Justice Lewis Powell Jr. wrote the 
majority opinion with Chief Justice 
William Rehnquist and Justices Byron 
White, Antonin Scalia, and $andra 
Day O'Connor, the fast woman 
Supreme Court Justice. Justices 
Thurgood Marshall, Henry 
Blackman, William Brennan, and 
John Paul Stevens dissented. 
Studies have found that racial 
disparities in death sentencing are 
common in other states as well. 
Defendants who had based their ap-
peals on such disparities now have to 
change the strategy for their defense. 
El Salvador 
Immigrants stay? 
The President of El Salvador has 
appealed to President Reagan to give 
at least temporary refuge to 
Salvadorans living illegally in the 
United States, rather than deporting 
them under the new inunigration law. 
Many important State Department 
officials, who previously had oppos-
ed efforts by liberal democrats in 
Congress to suspend the deportation 
of the Salvadorans in the United 
States, now say they strongly support 
the request from Salvadoran President 
Jose Napoleon Duarte. In a confiden-
tial letter to President Reagan, Duarte 
explained that if the Salvadorans 
returned home, it would be an 
economic disaster for El Salvador. 
The Immigration Refonn and Con-
trol Act of 1986 is the law in question. 
The Act prohibits employers from hir-
ing illegal aliens, but also offers legal 
alien status, or amnesty, to illegal 
aliens who are able to prove that they 
entered the United States before 
January of 1982, and have lived in the 
U.S. continually since then. 
However, according to Duarte, bet-
ween 400,000 and 600,000 
Salvadorans have entered the 
United States illegally since January 
of 1982, and would be unable to 
qualify under the new amnesty pro-
gram. This represents about IO per-
cent of the population of El Salvador; 
this population represents, however, 
a major source of income for the 
Salvadoran economy as the illegal 
aliens send money back to their 
families. Additionally; El Salvador is 
virtually unable to . reabsorb the 
population of Salvadorans in the U.S. 
back into their country. 
However, Attorney General Edwin 
Meese is expected to strongly oppose 
Secretary of State George Schultz in 
this first conflict between foreign 
policy and the new law. Meese has the 
primary responsibility of enforcing 
immigration laws. Senator Alan 
Simpson, Republican of Wyoming, 
who basically pushed the immigration 
bill through Congress, said he would 
fiercely object to Duarte's request; 
Simpson also couldn't understand 
why the State Department supports 
honoring that request. 
Smoking 
No new laws 
------- ----
With only one week to go before 
the sweeping regulations on smoking 
were to be in effect. in New York 
State, a State Supreme ·Court judge 
struck them down because they had 
been issued without approval from the 
Sta~e 1:-,egislature. 
Justice Harold Hughes ruled that 
the Public Health Council had exceed-
ed its power when it unanimously 
voted in the restriction on February 6. 
The Public Heath Council is made up 
of 15 governor-appointed members; 
Justice Hughes felt that the State 
Legislature, as an elected body, ac-
tually had the authority to decide 
upon major, current issues. 
The Cuomo Administration had 
decided to appeal the ruling im-
mediately. Under New York law, a 
state appeal would stay a judiciai 
order, meaning that the smoking 
regulations would go into effect May 
7, as originally planned, pending upon 
the outcome of the state's appeal. 
However, opponents, including 
restaurant groups and a_ few state 
legislators, said they would battle 
against the stay; they feel that the 
smoking measures are so drastic that 
they shouldn't be put into effect un-
til the case had run its course of 
appeals-through the Appellate Divi-
sion of the State Supreme Court, and 
then through the State Court of Ap-
peals. The Appellate Division should 
be decided soon whether or not to 
allow the rules to go into effect while 
the actual ease is being appealed. 
The ruling, which was reported in 
an eight-page decision by Justice 
Hughes (who is, incidentally, a 
nonsmoker), left thousands of New 
York restaurants and ·businesses 
throughout the state that had been 
readying themselves for the new 
smoking regulations. Many said they 
would adhere to the regulations, 
regardless of what the' Court decided 
to do, throughout the appeals pro-
cedures. Others were relieved, and 
hoping they would not have to do so. 
The controversial regulations would 
prohibit smoking in almost all public 
indoor areas, from taxis to meeting 
halls, stores, lobbies, and waiting 
rooms. 
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WHAT'S HAPPENING 
SPECIAL EVENTS 
LODFSTAR LUNCHEON, North 
Meeting Room, Egben Union, May 14, 
!2:00noon-2:00pm. 
WORKSHOP. Last Chance Workshop 
for those who have been procrastinating 
I about what to do after graduation .. fmd out 
what you can do now to start looking for 
a job, making important contacts, and us-
ing technique that work. Friday, May I, 
at I pm in South Meeting Room of Egbert 
Union. -
S.P .A.R.C.: The Community Dispute 
Resolution Center and Boynton Middle 
School will co-host the certification 
ceremony of the first students trained as 
mediators for Project S.P.A.R.C., 
Students Promoting Alternative Resolu-
tions to Conflict. The ceremony will take 
place on Thurs., April 30, at 7:30pm, in 
the Boynton Little Theatre. Assistant Prin-
cipal Connie Tobias will introduce the 
mediators the present certificates. The stu-
GYMNASTICS COMPETITION 
Sat. and Sun., May 2 and 3, the Finger 
Lakes Gymnastics Aaidemy is hosting the 
New York State Girls' Intermediate and 
Advanced Optional Competition of the 
United States Gymnastics Federation. The 
competition will take place at Ithaca High 
School's gymnasium. Girls between the 
ages of 9-11 will compete in Intermediate TH EAT RE. 
Optionals at 10:30am on Sat. At 4:30 on 
. dent mediators will then demonstrate the 
mediation process and Project Coordinator 
Terry Garrison of the Community Dispute 
Resolution Center will answer quetsions 
about S.P.A.R.C. Families of the 
mediators as well as Boynton and central 
office staff and members of the Youth 
Bureau Board have been invited. "We 
wanted the new mediators to know how 
much we value their efforts as well as to 
celebrate the official beginning of 
S.P.A.R.C.'s services to the school com-
munity,"said Garrison. The Community 
Dispute Resolution Center provides media-
tion services to Tompkins County as well 
as training in mediation skills. Project 
S.P.A.R.C. is funded in pan by the New 
York State Division for Youth. 
Sat., 12-14 year olds will compete at the In- MUSIC 
termediate level. At 10:30am on Sun., In-
termediate competition will be held for girls ARTS 
15 and older, along with Advanced Op- I==~~=~~=~~~~~ 
tional competition for girls 12-14. At 4:30 
on Sun. girls 15 and up will compete at the 
Advanced level: Admission will be $4.00 
for adults and $2.50 for students. Over 225 
girls from all parts of New York state will 
be in !thaca this weekend for the meet. 
Each girl will compete on the four Olym-
pic gymnastic events: balance beam, floor 
exercise, uneven parallel bai:s and vault. 
Because this is an Optional meet, each girl 
will compete with routines she has made 
up for herself. For more info contact Phil 
Rach, Finger Lakes Gymnastics Associa-
tion, 273-5187. 
COMMENCEMENT May 17, 
11:00am. 
AFRO-LATIN SOCIEIY PICNIC, 
Buttermilk Park, May 2. 
STAND GLOBAL AWARENESS 
DAY, Academic Quad, April 30, 
10:00am-2:00pm. 
SNACK BAR open 7:30-3:00pm, May 
12. 
RESIDENCE HALLS CLOSE at 
10:00am for all seniors and parents on May 
18. 
TOWERS DINING open for continen-
tal breakfast, 9:30-I0:30am, brunch 
I l:30-12:30pm, and dinner 5:00-6:00pm, 
May 11-18. __ , 
SPORTS BOOSTER CLUB, Senior 
Athlete Brunch, Multi-Purpose Room, 
May 13, 11:~-l:OOpm. 
ECONOMICS DEPT. picnic, Stewart 
Park s~vilion, May 14, 12:00noon. 
FOOD SERVICE ends at Dinner except 
for students involved with Commence-
ment, May 8 .. 
BIKE-A-THON. The Ithaca Lions aub 
Annual Bike-A-Thon is Sunday, May 3, 
2pm, starting at-the East Hill Plaza Office 
of the Tompkins County Trust Company. 
Registration begins at I :30. Proceeds from 
this event benefit the Empire State Speech 
& Hearing Clinic. Prizes will be awarded 
and each rider receives a free T-shirt. Pledge 
forms are available at all branches of the 
Trust Company. For more info call 
HANDWERKER GALLERY 
presents Senior Art Exhibition featuring 
student paintings, prints, photography, and 
sculpture, first floor of Gannett Center, 
April 30, 9:00am-9:00pm. 
SCHOOL OF COMMUNICA· 
TIONS PHOTOGRAPHY Gallery 
presents "Terrestrial Territory" by W. S. 
Sutton, groWKI floor of Dillingham Center, 
April 30, 8:30am-S:00pm. 
MUSIC: Jr. Voice, Diana Rose, 
Nabenhauer Room, May I, 4:00pm. 
WOMEN'S CHORALE, Ford 
Auditorium, 8:15pm, April 30. 
MUSIC Cayuga Chamber Orchest;a, 
Ford Auditorium, May 9, 8:15pm. 
HANDWERKER GALLERY 
presents Senior Art Exhibition featuring 
student painting, prints, photography, and 
sculpture, first floor of Gannett Center, 
9:00am-9:00pm, May 1,4-15. 
ITHACA OPERA: The Ithaca Opera 
continues to explore new and varied reper-
toire in the coming year with an exciting 
season opening on Sept. 17 with The King 
and I. The popular Rodgers and Hammers-
tein musical will be directed by IOA Ar-
tistic Director, Gary Race, and conducted 
by Richard Montgomery, Musical Direc-
tor of the Ithaca College Music Theatre 
Program. The Tragedy of Madame But-
terfly is a chamber version of the popular 
Puccini Opera, sung, staged, and or-
chestrated here for the first time. The pro-
duction opens May 6. The Company _will 
again present its very successful touring 
production of Hansel and Gretel during the 
winter holiday season. Auditions for all 
principal, supporting and chorus roles for 
DANCE. Spring Session-2 mini sessions, 
April 20-May 23, May 23-June 20 at the 
Trumansburg Conservatory of Fine Arts, 
Congress at McLallen St., Trumansburg. 
Jazz Dance/Robin Olson1 Ballet/Lauina 
Reid also art, music, voice calligraphy and 
synthesizer. For more info call 387-5939. 
CONCERT: Ithaca Concert Band will 
present a Mother's Day concert in Kulp 
Auditorium of the Ithaca High School on 
Sunday, May IO at 4:00pm. As usual, the 
concert will be free and open to the public. 
The program will include music by Delibes, 
Shostakovich, Jean Berger, R. R. Bennett, 
and G. Bonelli; a medley of Gershwin 
tunes; and a selection of marches. For more 
info contact Mrs. Camille Oark, President, 
564-7159. 
THEATRE: Risley Theatre Presents 
David Mamet's Sexual Perversity in 
Chicago and Ashley Wilson's Ancient 
Philosophies. April 30-May 2 and May 7-9 
at 8:00pm, with a 2:00pm matinee on Sun-
day only. All shows at the Risley Theatre. 
Tickets $3.00. For reservations call 
255-9521. 
all productions will be held Friday, May 15 
and Saturday, May 16. All those interested . 
in auditioning-including high school , . 
students and children, should call 272-0168 
for an audition appointment. All casting 
for 77ze King and I will be completed by 
the end of May. Auditions are open to all, 





Newswatch 13 7:00 
The Cooking Connection 7:30 
Body Works 8:00 
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The Nothing Special 10:00 
Newswatch 13 10:30 
CHANNEL 13 
SUNDAY 
Newswatch 13 7:00 
Just for Fun 7:30 
Body Works 8:00 
Panorama 8:30 
Anthology 9:00 
The Couples Quiz 9:30 
The Nothing Special 10:00 
Newswatch 13 10:30 
THE INTERNATIONAL CLUB 
Foreign Film Series presents "The King of 
Hearts", Laub Room, Chapel, April 30, 
7:30pm. 
ANNUAL COMMENCEMENT 
EVEN CONCERT, Ben Light Gym, 
May 16, 8:30pm. 
MUSIC: Weekly Recital, Ford 
Auditorium, May I, 12:30pm. 




PHI KAPPA PHI Honor Society Initia-
tion, Textor 102, April 30, 4:30pm-dinner 
to follow in the Multipurpose room, Egbert 
Union. 
ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS 
Meeting, Phillips Room, Chapel, April 30, 
7:00-8:00pm. 
SENIOR WEEK 
FRIDAY, MAY 8 
*Kick-off Happy Hour at the Haunt 
·Time:. 4:00-8:00 
-Senior picture taken "In the Alley" 
-Dijnk specials fo~ seniors 
SATURDAY, MAY 9 
•Beach Party at Kelly's Dock-Side Cafe 
-Time: noon-7:00 
-Dress in Beach Attire 
-Limbo contest 
-Boat rides on Lake Cayuga 
SUNDAY, MAY 10 
•Movie Night in the Terrace Quad 
-Time: 9:00pm-12:30am 
'-TOP GUN and THE BIG CHILL 
-Bring blankets and law chairs 
-No kegs please 
-In case of rain movies will be shown in 
Textor 102 
MONDAY, MAY 11 
•Outdoor Cookout starring "ATLAS" in 
the Union Quad 
-Time: 12:30pm-6:00pm 
. -Free Food - Burgers and Hot Dogs 
· -Senior Week Mugs available 
•Senior Week Party "On the Waterfront" 
:·-Time: 9:00pm-1:00am 
ASPA general meeting, Smiddy 112 April -Free Admission 
30, 7:30-8:30pm. ' -Drink s~ials 
SERVICE: Catholic Liturgy, Chapel, TUESDAY, MAY 12 
10:15am & 1:00pm, May 3. ••Rain Date for Outdoor Cookout 
-Time: same 
SERVICE. catholic Liturgy, Chapel, 
May 10, 10:15am & 1:00pm. 
SERVICE. Protestant Services, Chapel, 
II :30am, May 10. 
SERVICE. Baccalaureate Mass, Chapel, 
May 17, 3:30pm. 
DEADLINE: September '87 Graduation 
Application Due to Registrar May I. 
S.O.S. SHELTER. For battered women 
and their children ... serving Broome, 
Chenango, Delaware, and noga counties. 
To distribute or sell cards, please contact 
the S.O.S. Shelter offices (748-7453). Local 
businesses, churches, civic and private 
organizations are needed to hdp distribute 
and sell the cards. Cards are also available 
for individuals to purchase. Suggested 
donation of $1 per card. 
SERVICE: Shabbat Services, May I, 
6:00pm, chapel. 
SERVICE: Protestant Services, Chapel, 
May 3, 11:30am. 
DA YSPRING weekly meting, Phillips 
room of Chapel, April 30, 8:00pm. 
CAMPUS CRUSADE for 
Christ/ Athletes in Action, Weekly Bi-
ble STudy/Fellowship, 3rd floor Con-
ference Room, Egbert Union, April 
30, 7:30-9:00pm. 
SERVICE: Shabbat Services, Chapel, 
10:00am, May 2. 
SERVICE. Catholic Liturgy, Chapel, 
May 16, 6:30pm. 
SERVICE: CAtholic Liturgy, Chapel, 
6:30pm, May 2. 
GAMING CLUB game playing, Friends 
204, 7:00-12:00midnight, May 3. 
•Special Senior Week concert at the 
Haunt 
-Time: 8:00pm 
-Featuring URBAN BLIGHT 
-Tickets $4 in advance $5 at door 
' WEDNESDAY, MAY 13 
*Softball Tournament at the lower 
fields 
-Time: 12:00pm-4:30pm 
-Organize coed teams 
-Awards for winners 
*Senior Week Semi-Formal at the Holi-
day Inn 
-Time: 9:00-1 :00 
-21 yrs and older 
-Tickets go on sale May 6 in the 
saferoom 
-Call Holiday Inn ot make reservations 
THURSDAY, MAY 14 
*Brunch at Dapper Dan's Resaurant 
in the Holiday Inn 
-Time: 11:30-1:30 
-Senior Week pictures will be available 
-Pay at the door 
*The Annual 2 ½ Days Party at the 
North Forty 
-Time: 9pm-2am 
;Suprise to come! 
FRIDAY, MAY 15 
•Rockin' Up Top Party/Picnic 
-Time: I :OOpm-6:00pm 
-Starring 'MILC" and "The Illegitimate 
Sons of the Blues Brothers" 
-Food and Drink available 
SATURDAY, MAY 16 
• Last day to shop in Ithaca 
-Use your Senior Discount Cards! 
SUNDAY, MAY 17 
*Graduation 
· -Time: II :OOam 
-CONGRATULATIONS!!!! [ __ )JMPR£SS YOUR 
PARENTS WITft YOUR 
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0PINi-ONS/LETTERS 
LETTERS 
Out of context? 
I write to point out the manner in 
which a small quote of mine was 
misappropriated in The Ithacan of 
April 16; it could be thought of as an 
idosyncratic point, ostensively about 
context and accuracy, but it is the 
larger statement about profes-
sionalism, trust, and quality of caring 
which inspires this letter. 
On the basis of a 30-second "inter-
view," administered last week in a 
parking lot just hours before a Mon-
day night deadline, an Ithacan 
reporter developed a story line for the 
.. 
paper's lead article which had me take 
issue with President Whalen as to 
whether his administration was plan-
ning for a decline in the number of 
students at Ithaca College in the com-
ing years. I wasn't even asked to res-
pond to something President Whalen 
had said. What in fact I was asked 
was my reaction to the previous 
week's Ithacan article on the college's 
alleged "lack of forward planning." 
My comment, accurately reported, 
was that I felt that Ithaca College had 
been over-enrolling for a number of 
years, more by design than by acci-
dent. To juxtapose this opinion about 
past enrollment trends with President 
Whalen\ statement about the col-
lege's future plans is irrcspon~iblc 
journalism. 
Amongst the things I teach in 
courses on anthropological field 
method, is that the research act is 
more a rroccs<, than a prodw:t and 
that ,u..:h research requires time, rap-
port, 111\0hemcnt, good informant~. 
per,pccti\(:. a ~cn,e of re~ponsibility, 
and mte!ligent, detached anal~,i,. In 
our \\or\... on divc,tmt:nt, I ted that 
,\hat ,:1..:cc,,e, we've had in g.enmg 
the Ithaca College Board of Tru,tee, 
to dl,lJl,!!C ll, 1nvc,rmcnt policies i, at-
e riburablc co our bewg able to 
dcmon,tracc a good knO\\lcdgc ol 1hc 
i,,ue,. our c·ulti\aling good sources 
,md g.o,xl contact,, our marshaling the 
better arguments, and our being will-
ing to sustain the dialogue over a pro-
tracted period of time. 
Similarly, intelligent, responsible 
journalism requires a p0rocess-
orientation rather than a target-
orientation: good reporting is more 
than getting a "good quote"; balanc-
ed reporting is more than being able 
to write, "on the one hand this ... on 
the other hand that..."; and under no 
circumstances should reporters con-
trive oppositions in sources where 
none exists. As Jake Ryan asked 
earlier this semester in a different con-
text: what are we teaching them? 
· Garry Thomas 
Associate Professor 
Departmenl of Anthropology 
Coors boycott: 
another fad? 
For the last few weeks there has 
been much debate, most of it one-
sided, on the boycott of Coors beer; 
more specifically the lack of effec-
tiveness of this boycott. People arc 
wondering why there is such apathy 
toward an issue that appears so black 
and white. In fact, an editorial writ-
ten two weeks ago in The Ithacan by 
a Mr. Robbins attempted to move and 
enlighten people into a boycott by 
criticizing the ignorant and apathetic 
views of certain people. Mr. Robbins 
makes a point of ridiculing other peo-
ple for their supposed ignorance when 
he in fact i~ one of the very people he 
mocks. 
Mr. Robbins state~ that people arc 
relying too heavily on news shows like 
20/20 and "60 i\·1inure~." However, 
1t appear, from Mr. Robbins' article 
rha1 he ba,c~ hi, argument almo,t en-
tirely on 1r1fom1ation he obtained 
from the Organitation to Boycott 
Coors. In thi, re,nccr '.\lr. Robbins 
did not do enough 1 ..:,..:arch to prc,ent 
an intelligent opmion. For e,amp\c, 
!11, .. fact" ahl'ul the decertification 
rnce1111g i, /1ighly ,u,pect. The 
Organi,'.ation IO Boy.:on Coor~ claim, 
rhe Brc\\ery mcrnher, l\t'f<.: no1 a.llow-
c:d to \Ole. Thi, is highly su,11c..:1 m-
formation because according to Labor 
laws, a decertification election is run 
by the National Labor Relations 
Board so that neither employer or 
union can interfere with the pro-
cedure. Such a flagrant act of injustice 
would have surely been reported in the 
media, even on the news shows that 
Mr. Robbins considers terribly 
"overburdened." 
Now whether I am right or the 
Organization to Boycott Coors is right 
is of little consequence. The fact is that 
if it has happened, almost everybody 
had forgotten about it until Coors 
came to the area. This is the point. 
Our society is a self-centered, 
egotistical farce that moves from one 
fad to another. What about the apar-
theid movement last year? Does Mr. 
Robbins know that the institution he 
and I are paying upwards of $12,000 
a year to attend has investments in 
multi-national corporations in South 
Africa that allows the policy of apar-
theid to still exist? Depending on the 
strength of our personal convictions 
it might be as easy for one to 
withdraw and enroll in a more morally 
upright school as it would be to drink 
a more morally upright beer, Y ct we 
don't enroll in another school and in-
stead we let the fad pass. 
Mr. Robbins said boycotting Coors 
. will make me feel like a better person. 
It appears it doesn't matter if change 
occurs as long as I feel better. Well, 
how far will any of us go to support 
this boycott, or iillY other? Would you 
die for this boycott? Is there any cause 
you would die for? Since the sixties 
and especially since Martin Luther 
King Jr. there hasn't been a major 
movement for human rights. Thi~ i, 
especially true in the eighties where 
Yuppie~ adorn the front page of 
Newsweek and 1\e, the young and 
educated, no longer que,tion the 
1\orld around us. But, it is not only 
1he younger generation\ fault. The 
"adult," in our ,oc1e1y hold mo,t or 
the PlWCr to change\\ rong, ro right,. 
11 i, t•ncourag.mg 10 ,cc pcoplc c\-
prcs,111g v1e1\, but it 1, ,addening to 
~cc the I ie\\., that arc bemg expressed 
,o ,clf-micntcd and ,o qu1..:kly forgo1-
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~:z::~~~:z::~:z::~~~ ten. :\fr. Robbins remm ked that 1\hen 
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we buy Coor, we suppon all the v1ola-
t ion, of human right, !hat Joseph 
Coor, co111m1t,. Well it i, not our 
money that supports Jmcph Coor,, ir 
is our morab, attitudes, and most im-
ponantly the representat11·c, \\e vote 
into office that ,upport the policic, ot 
.Jo,cph Coor,. Thi, is wh\' a bo\'cott 
of Coor, will not be effective and wh\ 
people 1\ill continue to drink it. A fu;-
damental change ha, to be under-
taken. It matter, 1 cry httli.: \\ hat beer 
\\C drink. Whal matter, 1, that ou1 
,ocicty mu,t go through ano1hcr fad 
where v.c care more than iu,t about 
our,ehe,. Unfortunately, this \\ill 1101 
happen until our ,ociety is faced with 
an inc1edibk danger or v,c chom..: 
leader, that arc ,trong for the re~t or 
U',, 
lhi, weekend, howe\er, ban Roh-
bim ,md hi, friend,\\ ill be ,itting rn1 
the gra" at Buttennilk fall, playmg 
rnsbce, and hackcy ,ack and drink-
ing Budweiser wl11lc they get a tan. 
And I will be sitting just 50 yards away 
with my friends doing the same thing 
but drinking Coors and in effect Mr. 
Robbins and I will be doing the same 
thing ... adding to the drug induced 
numbness of our superior Western, 
democratic society. 
Mark Staunton 
Biology /History '89 
Too much time 
for processing 
Last week, I received a letter dated 
April 13, 1987 and a few days later 
received one dated April 20, 1987. 
Both letters were from the registrar's 
office stating that I have not yet paid 
my advance deposit, nor have I ad-
vance registered for Fall I 987. Both 
letters requested that I fill out the bot-
tom portion, in which I should in-
dicate if I intend to return, will take 
a leave of absence or will withdraw 
from school. Then I should return the 
form to the registrar's office. 
The letter also stated chat if I am 
withdrawing from school, I should see 
Frank Lamas to fill out the ap-
propriate forms. I did that March 20. 
Now, more than a month later, it 
seems as though there is no record of 
this. I checked up on the status of my 
forms, and it was signed by Mr. 
Lamas, my dean and the bursar. It is 
no\, ~itting in some pile at the 
registrar's office waiting for the end 
of the semester to roll around when 
the final signature or John Stanton . 
will appear on the form. 
My form, along with many others, 
is not processed until the end of the 
semester. When I filed the form, no 
one informed me of this lag time. If 
information of my withdrawal is put 
into the computer now, I lose all 
recognition of my work thi~ semester. 
I understand this, but what I don't 
under-iland is why there is no \\ay 10 
at least ackno1\lcdge the fact 1hat the 
form \\,L~ received by the rcgi5trar. It 
,ecrm tb me that this system i, \Cry 
ineflicient. It is unnecessary to inform 
me 1hat I hal'cn'1 regi,tcred for nc,t 
,eme,1cr. nor raid my advance 
dc:po,i1. .ILl,t look through that pile, 
,ome1\hcrc in Mr. Stanton\ office, 
amid~t all the other 1\ithdra1\al fonm, 
and you'll find out \\hy I'm no1 retur-
ning, 1\hen I plan to leave, and \\hen 
l filed the official form. The 
1egl'>trar', office i, 1\a,t111g a 101 or 
time in!orming \\ithdrawing ,1ude111, 
1hat 1hey haven'! rcgi,tcred, especial-
!~ 1\hen they\e already ..:omplc1cd the 
nc..:e,,ary fornh. I think a more efli-
-:ient procc'>'> need, to be de\eloped ,o 
r ha1 ,nidcnh arcn 't given ,uch a run 
a1ound for a pro..:L'durc ,uch a, 1!11,. 
Randi London 
Ph~~ical Thcr.tp} '89 
College's primary 
goal misplaced? 
Thi, lener concern, the attitude that 
we think society has taken on. We 
have ,een it through Ithaca College 
and thi, i, how we choose to rc,pond 
to the admmistration, faculty, and 
student; of Ithaca College, our socic-
1, \ 
ty. We feel Ithaca College as a whole 
has misplaced the primary purpose of 
a higher educational institution. The 
primary goal of an educational institu-
tion should be to spend the majority 
of it's time and money on furthering 
the knowledge and broadening the 
minds of it's students. We understand 
that Ithaca College is a young and 
growing institution and that any 
growth will help the future of this col-
lege. However, we feel it is spending 
too much time and money on future 
, planning and neglecting the present 
student body. 
Society overlooks the individual. 
Are our educational institutions 
overlooking our education? It's 
alright to build and grow as long as 
the other parts of the school aren't be-
ing neglected. What is the school do-
ing about campus housing, maintain-
ing equipmenf, and hiring enough 
faculty and staff to get jobs done cor-
rectly? Shouldn't the school be more 
concerned with internal growth than 
with expanding? A beautiful hou,e 
without anything inside is useless. 
There are many good professors 
here at Ithaca College. Many of the 
professors fake student evaluations 
seriously and this of course is verv 
helpful in improving the education th~ 
students receive. Although tenured 
professors are not required to use 
evaluations some do, however manv 
more do not. Don't we stop growing 
when we stop learning? For th~ 
benefit of the students and the pro-
fessors they should all be required to 
be evaluated by their students, to el'cr 
improve the standard of learning al 
Ithaca. Isn't that where true gro\\lh 
should be concentrated on? 
I.thaca College is here to help u, 
make a future for ourselves. If we the 
students sit back idly and complain 10 
ourselves, and don't offer suggestion, 
to the administration and facultv t<' 
better Ithaca College then we arc -ju,1 
as guilty as the administration of h..i 1 -
ing no future planning. If this le11er 
stimulates you to think and act 1hcn 
we have accomplished something. 
Adam Beacher, Music '89 
Joseph Arnao, E .. 1'ploralor} '<)() 
Peter Drubin, Finance '90 
Prog-rock fading 
but not dead 
I am r~ponding to the arnclc. " l he 
Extinction of Progrcssi\'e Rod.·· !,, 
Glenn Rauchcr that appeared 111 1'1,· 
April 23, I 987 1~,uc of The lrhaco11 
While I agree with hi~ per,onal , 1p1-
nion that Prog-rock is fading, I do 11\1: 
agree that it is totally dead. I suggL,t 
that it has experienced a hi~1onc:tl 
phenomenon called transformar !Pil 
While i\lr. Raucher lament, an,1 
mourn~. 1 celebrate a ne1\ breed ,11 
mu"c that ha\ come out of the JlHli 
roc:k genre. This ne\\ form ha, 11c1 
\alid clas~ification a~ yet because pf 
it, infancy. In this light I 1\i,h 1,1 
..:nrici1.c a few aspects of i\li 
Raucher·~ emotional outbur~b. 
F1r,t, the specific rcfcreno.:, 1, 1 
band~. Our brother Glenn failed 1,1 
notice Kan,a, \\ hich is a highly pr()-




V _MY SHOULDER I 
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gr~ive band both lyrically and drum machines in addition to the ac- valued equally with innovation in the it originally steered away from. GTRs 
musically. (One of their last LPs, coustic set. Mr. Raucher obviously world of popular arts. Asia-esque AOR confection, and 
"Drastic Measures" did include has no legitimate musical training in Music is moving onward and I per- Genesis' pandering to beer-companies 
several techno songs by J. Elephante order to regard such things in a pure- sonally intend to utilize the best undennines any "techniques" that 
who replaced Steve Walsh who walk- ly musical light. musical aspects of prog-rock and pop- they incorporate. A 3/8 meter does 
ed out before Vinyle Confessions.) In Mr. Raucher also failed to notice a fusion. (I am an avid prog-rock fan not make progression; nor do drum 
any event, Kansas used two synth- "perimeter" group called GTR with as well as a songwriter/composer.) machines scare me-Neil Peart of 
areas and a violin in addition to their two classic prog-rock artists, Steve Mr. Raucher probably would never Rush and Bill Bruford, to name two, 
rhythm section. But perhaps all this Howe(YES) and Steve buy my albums and that will suit me have utilized electronic percussion to 
was disregarded because of Raucher's Hackett(Genesis). The band's lyrics fine. I'll be alive and creating while he greater ends than Collins. 
emotional bias once again. In light of steer far away from the "girl/boy/car hides in a closet with his "classic" I do a radio show on "Progressive 
musicology, his opinions are moot. storylines," that Mr. Raucher seems recordings. As Kerry Livgren of Kan- Rock" that has a fair-siz.ed following. 
On bis reference to Genesis' "co- to imply as evils. Some specific songs sos wrote, "The king is fn the closet. If this type of music was dead, so 
pying Prince," I would like to say that for reference are: "Sketches in the He's hiomg from today:'.' --~ would my show be. What I'm fear-
I have yet to hear Prince combining Sun," "Hackett to Bits," "Here I William Blaze ful of, is not "today", but the fact 
harmonically complex rhythms and Wait," "The Hunter," and MUSIC '88 that there are so few groups that 
polyrhytlunic harmonic motion. I also "Imaging." powerfully present progressive rock. 
wish to point out a song Raucher fail- Mr. Raucher is much like many Raucher replies: The title of the ar- I emphathize with Blaze's own music-
ed to notice on the second side of the senior citizens who bury their heads ticle was originally ''The Extinction of making, since I write lyrics and hope 
Invisible Touch LP called "Domino." in the sand of the past because Progressive Rock?" with emphasis on that people will hear them in an "art-
This song is very progressive in that 'Moz.art is not the hippest dude on the the question mark. While I agree with rock'' context. And I certainly listen 
it still utilizes the 3/8 meter, highly market.' Music has always been an art Blaze's assessment that prog-rock has to any new prog-rock that is truly 
syncopated rhythms, mystical sounds · highly reflective of culture. Society "transfonned," I still feel that what creative and vibrant, and not music 
and soloing devices. He probably was and times have changed and so has its it has become is as shallow, that succumbs, as do GTR, Genesis, 
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Senior Notes: 
This is it! 
Only 18 more days until 
GRADUATION! We will be ready! 
We would like to say "thank you" 
to everyone that attended the 23 Vi 
Days Party at the North Forty this 
past Friday night! It was a good time 
and everyone had fun! . . . . -
If you still haven't sent in your 
pledge iwd for the Senior Class Gift, 
please do so. Your support is needed. 
This year's Senior Gift is a sign for the 
back entrance to campus. Our goal is 
$10,000 and you can help! 
There will be a "Forever" Happy 
Hour party in the Pub on Friday May 
I. So don't miss it! 
The schedule for Senior Week is 
complete. Please see the Announce-
ment page for complete details. 
see Letters page 16 
reacting more~~ the prevalent use of music. Stereotypes and 'standards' are homogenized and MOR as the music et al, to current trends . 
.-------------..--B-A_K__;_E_O_N_T_H_E_L=--A-::---:K==E==----, 
Graduates! 
Your Caps & Gowns 
are available 
At the college bookstore 
Tuesday, May 12th thru Friday, May 15th 9:00-7:00 
Saturday, May 16th form 9:00-500 





bring your books to: 
. . . "Book Buyback" 




"Be there or you'll be talked about" 
the sweet perfection of Jones Sport. 
& the beauty of 100% cotton at ... 
where you'll 
find the hidden 
treasures of fashion . 
133 the commons. 
shop mon-sat 9:30~5:30, th~rs 'til 8pm. 
JO THE ITHACAN 
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ITHAC.AN PHOTOS BY JASON MICHAELS 
SPRING CONCERT: Natalie Merchant (top right and left) of the 10,000 Maniacs, appearing on April 26 in the quad. Hoby Rowland (bottom left) of Exit Party and Daryl Dworakowski 
(lower right) of ICU opening the show. 
A weak reception for Spring Concert 
BY GABRIELLE GAROFALO 
On Sunday April 26 the sun was 
shining, the air was warm and the 
grills were heating up. Everything 
seemed perfect for the 1987 IC Spring 
Concert to take flight, but unfor-
tunately it never got off the runway. 
One word to sum up this year'~ big 
concert. .. DISAPPOINTMENT! 
Although it would be easier to blame 
the flop on one area alone, as sad as 
if seems, a number of things 
contrib~ 
After tal~g to many people in the 
audience, a few conclusions were 
drawn as to why the concert wasn't so 
hot. The most common drawback for 
any event involving college students 
was the lack of alcohol. On a beautiful 
afternoon, much like the one we had 
on Sunday, college students who are 
of the legal drinking age would much 
rather be at Buttermilk Falls havin~ 
. -
a few cold beers, playing Hacky Sak 
and listening to music than be fenced 
in where there was more security than 
there were students. This leads to the 
that there was only one ad in one issue 
of The Ithacan and other than that 
there were a few miscellaneous signs 
on campus. Imagine the fun there 
''Although it would be 
easier to blame the flop 
on one area alone ... 
a number of things contributed.'' 
next disappointment. The amount of 
people that attended the Spring Con-
cert was pitifully minimal. This was 
probably due to the poor. advertise-
ment and the fa~ that people didn't 
know (or. care) who. the 10,000 
Maniacs are. When I asked about 
the advertising, people commented 
could be if even only 1,000 students 
showed up, nevermind 5,000. If peo-
ple don't know, than people won't 
show! Junior Randi Jo G~eenberg 
commented, "we're long overdue for 
a good popular band to play here at 
IC,'' and senior Gayle Levine said, 
"To tell you the truth, MILC 
~-- - . ----~---·-,i..---·---....~--....... --------
would've pulled in a bigger crowd. 
The 10,000 Maniacs should've been a 
wann-up band for them!" If the main 
band was more popular, the consen-
sus seems to be that more people 
would have attended. 
On the pther hand, some people 
seemed n~ther pleased. People played 
volleyball, frisbee and football on the 
field, and there were couples on 
blankets and even young children 
there with their parents. The crowd 
was very layed back and comfortable, 
though almost too relaxed. But junior 
Karen Wassong adds, "I think it's 
amazing that outdoor concerts were 
brought back to IC again, what a 
great tradition! " 
The two wann-up bands were great 
and the music they played was from 
popular artists of today, such as U2, 
The Hooters, Police, Joe Jackson and 
Tire Beatles. The first band was ICU. 
. The six members met about one year 
ago and have been playing together 
ever since. The Exit Party band con-
tained four Ithaca College students. 
Both bands have been seen at 
downtown's famous Dugout happy 
hours. Congratulations to both 
groups, they did a fabulous job. 
IC students were generally 
dissatisfied with the Bureau of Con-
certs' Spring '87 event. Some sugges-
tions made were to "get more popular 
groups to play, advertise better and 
for a ,longer per:iod of time, and of 
course see what could be done about 
the alcohol situation." The students 
of Ithaca College like lo attend school 
events, but the problem lies in getting 
people interested. As sophomore J{ira 
Langan put it, "Next year, giie us 
something worth being psyched about 
and then leave it up to us. We'll do 
the rest!" · 




Exit Party ;;,;;;;;;;;;,;;==;;;;;;;;;;;;J 
BY MARNIE POMMEIT Finally, by the beginning of this 
The sun shone brightly behind the school year they felt they had a band 
Union Sunday afternoon as students worth testing on the college communi-
played frisbee and listened to the ty, Their firSt few shows were at The 
sounds of Ithaca College's Exit Par- Dug Out where they were received 
ty, one of the two local bands chosen with tremend0us success. Since then 
to start the festivities at this year's they have moved on to display their 
Spring Concert. Exit Party did not talents at places such as The Nines, 
disappoint and led the crowd through The Pub and most recently The 
a variety of tunes from The Beatles to Spring Concert. By this time they even 
the Violent Fems. In the two years it have their own Exit Party groupies 
has taken the band to get this farthey who can be found at almost every per-
have really worked out a grade A act. formance, cheering on their favorite 
IC band. 
It was not until just before their I One of the biggest problems the 
sophomore years that Adam 
Lowenberg and J.B. Chupick team- band faces is the small size of the 
ed up with bass and drum players Ken Ithaca community. They feel that 
Berger and Hoby Rowland. They'd all there just are not that many places at 
had previous band experience in high which a band just starting out can 
school and were looking to continue play. MoSt bars, like The Waterfront, 
the tradition now that they had sett!- are looking for top 40, more popular 
ed down in college. For the first year bands. They are hoping that next year 
that the band was together they simply they will be able to play more often. 
1 They have already begun to drum up practiced and P ayed for themselves more business and toss around the 
trying to work out the details and idea of a charity concert with a cou-
come up with the unique sound they pie of other IC bands. Although the 
have today. It was hardly-an easy task. year is coming to a close, keep Exit 
They tried several different styles by Party in mind for next year and look 
adding guitar players or female . out for them Senior Week. They will 
vocalists but what they kept coming definitely be around livening up the 
back to 'Yas simply just the four of parties. 
them. 
BY JENNIFER MUNROE 
The band ICU rocked the quad 
Sunday afternoon as many onlookers 
enjoyed the warm spring sun. ICU 
was one of two opening bands· for 
"10,000 Maniacs," the IC Bureau of 
Concert's Spring presentation. 
ICU is made up of one IC student, 
Daryl Dworakowski (guitar/vocals), 
and five Cornell students: Rich Cac-
cappolo (guitar), Nate Goore 
(keyboards, vocals), Alec Bartsch 
(bass), Dan Zelson (Drums), and An-
dy Lease (vocals). The band considers 
itself to be a "New wave/dance" 
band, but member Daryl 
Dworakowski claims to have many 
musical interests. "1 especially like the 
Grateful Dead, but we wanted to have 
a central focus for ICU. 
ICU performed such songs as, "I 
~ill Follow" by U2, The Talking 
Heads' "Stay Up Late" and "Love 
for Sale," "Day by Day" by The 
Hooters, "The Politics of Dancing" 
by Reflex and "If I Didn't Love You" 
by Squeeze. It's quite evident that 
ICU admires a lot of great bands; 
and, the crowd at IC Sunday seemed 
to thoroughly appreciate the energetic 
sounds they produced. _ 
"I had a great time today and I ap-
preciate everyone coming down to see 
us," said Dworakowski. 
KING DAVID 
RESTAURANT' 
Middle Eastern Food 













208A DaydEN Rd. CollEGETOWN 
27J-~OJO 
7 Days a Week: Mon.-Sat. 11 :30-9; Sun. 4-9 
TAKE OUT AVAILABLE 
Feel free to bring in your alcohol 
~~---~~-~~-~~----~-------, i ~ 100/o w!!!. !'!~!ly MEAl I l 
•,cGood for.any party size untll May 30, 1987 ,cJ L _______________________ _ 
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Hoey's poems set fire 
BY STACY SHULMAN 
Allen Hoey, a professor in the 
Ithaca College Writing Program, is 
known as one of the finest writers and 
teachers. Hoey graduated from 
SUNY College at Potsdam, and con-
tinued in the Graduate Program in 
Creative Writing at Syracuse Univer-
. sity. There, he held both the Cornelia 
C. Ward Fellowship and a Universi-
ty Fellowship. He was also _winner of 
the Academy of American Poets 
_Prize. In 1985, Hoey won the Camden 
Poetry Award for his book entitled, 
"A Fire In The Cold House Of 
Being." 
Among the poems in the book is, 
"Fire In The Trees." This poem is a 
recount of his son's innocent but 
understandable fright when he 
thought the trees around his house 
were on fire' actually, it was on-
ly the vivid oranges of Autumn that 
. he saw. 
"Sunday Rock" is a humorous 
narration of a spinster who believes 
she has carried the Devil's child when 
she finds that a tapeworm has passed 
through her_~.?._y. !t_ is a f!l_o_nolo~ue 
in the voice of an old country doctor. 
"Toil" is a crown of sonnets 
dedicated to Hoey's father. The first 
sonnet in the crown was the first son-
net Hoey ever wrote. After he wrote 
it, Hoey decided he liked the last line 
in the sonnet so much he would make 
it the first in the crown (group of 
seven). The sonnets are varied to in-
clude Italian, Shakespearian, 
Spenceri~, and Terza Rima styles. 
Hoey has now written more than six-
ty sonnets. 
"Listening For Bear" is a 
monologue in the voice·of a crazy old 
man, in which the references to his in-
sanity are subtle. His outlook on life 
is that we have stolen the land from 
the animals, and that one day soon 
_they will take it back. 
'fhis only mentions a few of the 
more than thirty poems found in 
Hoey's book. Each one of them is 
distinct, insightful, and a model of 
Hoey's own "unwillingness to accept 
illusion." As Hayden Carruth said 
about the group of poems, these 
poems have "what no academic 
poetry can ever attain-real 
pertinence." 
Lower quads celebrate spring 
BY CHRIS LUGLAN 
IC students from the Lower Quads 
gathered outside their dorms on 
Saturday, April 24th, to compete in 
Spring Ding '87. The Lower Quad 
get-together is a three-year-old event 
which traditionally includes games, 
music and a barbecue to follow. 
Spring Ding '87 was a group effort 
coordinated by the head i:esidents and 
hall council. presidents from each of 
the five residence halls. Trisha Hogan, 
head resident of Clarke Hall, organiz-
ed the T-shirt sales. Each hall was 
represented by a different colored T-
shirt which was designed especially for 
Spring Ding '87. Students could pur-
chase the T-shirts for $5 and wear 
them Saturday to support their in-
dividual dorms. 
Tension mo_unted as · the dorm 
representatives organized into teams. 
This year the dorm to beat was 
Eastman Hall which was the defen-
ding champion from Spring Ding '86. 
A T-shirt relay, the egg toss, and a 
Tug-of-War were among the event~ 
which would decide this year's winner. 
Lyon Hall took first place with 
52 points. Bogart Hall finished a close 
second with 50 points,--and Eastman 
Hall took third place with 30 points. 
Lyon Hall now holds the champion-
ship plague which is engraved with 
each year's. winner. 
Bob Zuber, head resident o(Landon 
Hall and organizer of the games, com-
mented on the day's events. "I think 
everyone had a great time overall, and 
the games were enjoyed by the win-
ners and the losers alike." 
GETTING THIS WASN'T EASY. 
WITH -FORD CREDIT 
GETTING THIS ... 
FROM MAGUIRE IS. 
At MAGUIRE we know get-
ting that degree wasn't easy. But wh~n 
it comes to a new car, we can help with 
pre-approved credit from Ford Credit. 
If you are working on an advanced 
degree or graduating with a Bachelor's 
Degree between October 1, 1986 and 
September 30, 1987, you may qualify 
for this special college graduate 
purchase program. 
If you do, you'll receive a $400 cash 
allowance from Ford. Make your best 
deal on any qualifying vehicle and use 
the money toward your down payment, 
or Ford will send you a $400 check 
after the purchase or lease. The money 
1s yours whether you finance or not. 
The amount of your credit depends 
on which of these qualified vehicles 
you choose: 
Ford cars: Escort, Escort EXP, 
Tempo, Mustang, Thunderbird, Taurus. 
Ford trucks: Aerostar, Bronco II, 
Ranger . 
So hurry. If a vehicle is not in dealer 
stock you must order by June 1. 1987, 
and you must take delivery of any 
vehicle by August 31, 1987. 
MAKE IT EASY ON YOURSELF. GET ALL THE DETAILS TODAY Al 
l••«•);J•~ MAGUIRE FORD LINCOLN-MERCURY ~ ''Two locor1ons to 5~rvc You Bf"ttc•r ~OJ~ N\Pildo,, \!, llh,lti• Rou1P q~N T,u_,,,,..\bL•'Cl 272-6000 387-610 I 
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Grad student conducts 
• • • 
IC's choir 
BY ~ARON MISSIRIAN 
The Ithaca College Choir, First 
Presbyterian Chancel Choir and Or-
chestra, perfonned at Ford Hall 
Auditorium on Monday, April Tl, at 
8: 1Spm. The first half of the program 
was designed as a graduate recital for 
conductor Carl Johengen. It opened 
with The Ithaca College Choir lined 
up on both sides of the auditorium 
with the women on one side and the 
men on the other.~ Carl Johengen 
stood in the middle of the auditorium 
and proceeded to lead the choir. They 
with poetry by William Shakespeare, 
by Emma Lou Diemer with piano ac-
companiment by Helen Gregory. It 
was divided into three parts and the 
first, "O Mistress Mine, Where are 
You Roaming?" was light, fast-paced 
and lively. Sections of the choir 
answered each other, tossing around 
the melody. 
The· second part, "Take, 0 Take 
Those Lips Away," had a more 
solemn element. It began softly and 
· ended with a magnificent crescendo 
Inside Track 
that was sung in unison. The piano 
added a certain expectancy and 
brooding feeling. 
The last section "Sigh No More 
Ladies, Sigh No More!" was short 
and snappy. Again, this was fast-
paced and lively. The ending was sud-
den, a fast crescendo erupting into a 
climactic burst. 
After the intermission, the Ithaca 
College Choir was joined by the First 
Presbyterian Church Chancel Choir 
and Orchestra. Lawrence Doebler 
conducted lhis final half of the con-
cert. Thev nerformed "Cantata 131" 
("A~~ ne~Jluf~ !£.~ ~~. Zu 
Dir") by J.S. Bach. This was divided 
into six sections. The orchestra pro-
vided a smooth and ringing accom-
paniment throughout. The oboe and 
cello led frequently, in clear solos. 
Transitions into singing were smooth. 
The choir was articulate and in con-
trol. There was an overall full and re-
sounding vibration of sound. 
Dynamics were accentuated, rising 
' 
and diminishing in swells. At some 
points the choir overpowered the or-
chestra and rushed, so that the two 
groupfwere out ~f sync. 
The fmale was magnificent though, 
and the choir burst forth with a 
thlUlderoUS sound while the organ and 
trumpets added to the fullness. The 
trumpets were clear and reson~t, as. 
if announcing a victory. The cho1r was 
amazing in their intricate weaving of 
all the parts. 
sang four pieces consecutively, "Ex-
. ultate Justi in Domino" (Psalm 33, 
14) by Jacob Handl, "Why Art Thou 
~-Go Heavy, 0 My Soul?" (Psalm 43, 
5) by Orlando Gibbons, "Cantate 
Domino Canticum Novum" (Psalm 
96, 1-3) by Hans Leo Hassler, and 
"Psalm 67" by Charles Ives. 
Wednesday Week's mixed, bag .... 
hopeful that the band will look at worst, pleasantly melodic with M1s-
G EN N RA UCHER number of years, they seem to be ~ble them from a unique or original view- sio_nary' ' .. Side two . cools things off ~ BY ki~ h f b. to feel each other out as to what direc- point Wednesday Week lyrics while quite a bit, and as 1s often the case 
. A,t1er ta nkg otnh_somewk l~llt ob a b
1
~t tion a song will take structually. obvi~usly heart felt never cut'below with many new bands, it seems that 
issue ast wee , 1s wee e a 1 . ' . "th I k" ff f the surface of the 1Ssues.they bnng up. ere was some s ac mg o o 
'' . . . • • • singing was more level, and look at an album that A positive note about this record is Wh th. d h · ti diligence when it came to putting Omes from "small parts " h l"k h d C ·" d en ey try to eepen t err ocus, . . c W. d ,, W. k . ·Cali& . t at, 1 e sue recor s as rowue on "Suicide," the glibness of the together a consistently endurmg 
tight in e nesuay ee 1s a ,prma House, the tunes tend to stick with . · r O d . band that records on the Indie label you long after you have heard them words, sung m almost ~ s1~gson~ ec r . 
harmony and 
words were 
articulated well. '' 
Enigma records. Their second LP, for the first time. There is a kind of manner, b_orders on out?ght ms~- There are a great deal of bands on 
Whal w.e uad, while m"';n•~:":"g the ty_. Matchmg a very serious su_bJec_t lndepe_ ndent labels that are worth rn ......... LCllllill familiarity about the songs that works h k f 
" J · " P sound of both the W. k ti b with such a poorly chosen settmg 1s c ec mg out. I you get a chance, go 
~:;;: andthe Go-Go '.s, nevertheless :~h!!d'::_~ay beco':.e :t P;i~le~~ disasterous, and this song is by far the to one of the local record store~ and 
attempts to reach levels where those Although they feel that their attitudes poorest on What We _Had. ~k the owner for a crash course m In-
bands have not gone. Wednesday are different from the aforemention- Still, Wednesday Week ~·.t b~ d1es._M~~ ?f the bands are obscure 
Week's reach sometimes exceeds their ed Bangles, et al, the sound is what totally knocked for a lack oftmgmali- for _obscuntJes s~ke, _but others, esp-
grasp, but there is rro penalty for such will stick around, and the sound is ty since the first side of their LP is pec1~y on the B1g Tim~ label as well 
. a young band trying. · much like the first Bangles LP, All made ~p of consi~tently ~trong and as E~ are worth"'.hile contend~s 
All these pieces were performed a What We Had, produced by noted Over the Place. If Wednesday Week energetic pop mil~1c that 1s, at best, t~ brea~ m~o_the pu_bhc real~: wh~~ 
cappella, and the first two carried an musician/guru Don Dixon, is the age is going to make a run for longevity riveting with "Feel So Small," and at still mamtammg their strong local 
· f b · sense air of mournfulness. The third song old mamage o up eat music to they need to vary their sound even ~~~~!!!! _ 
was lighter and sounded joyful. The downbeat sentiment. Wednesday more and especially sharpen their 
_.,.. fourth consisted of dissonant har- Week examines the dissappointments lyrical focus which all to often borders 
monies. The beginnings and endings of relationships, while producing on the banal. When the sentiments on 
of phrases were clean and dynamics solid, straightforward music that stays a record aren't particularly new, it is 
were emphasized. Throughout this out of the way of the basic gist of the 
section of the program, singing was words. 
tight in harmony and the words were Lead singer/ guitarist Kristi Callan 
articulated well. is a ~g singer who is more soulful 
The second section consisted of the than the Bangles' multitude of 
.· .. choir with Johengen, Thomas Folan vocalists and just powerful emo-
on organ and Lyn Morris qn trumpet. tionally. Callan can stretch her vocal 
They performed "Lord, Thou Has abilities to cover emotive tunes like "i 
Been Our Refugti.Psalm 90, 1-7, 9-10, thought," and harsher pieces like 
13-14, 17) by Ralph Vaughan "Why," and "If Only." The band 
Williams. The piece began softly and succeeds at making superficially 
a cappella; it flowed smoothly with similar sounding material stand up on 
gentle swells. The organ provided a its own usually by throwing in a twist 
dignified and solemn atmosphere, . like the organ at the beginning and 
while the trumpet was clear and reso- end of "Missionary," or the mix of 
nant. The sound·was beautiful as the Kristi Callao's acoustic guitar with 
choir built up and finally reached the lead guitarist David Nolte's electric. 
peak of maximw:n cre~cendo. One rarely overpowers the other, and 
In the last section with Johengen, since the members of Wednesday 
the choir performed "Three Madrigals" Week have played together for ·a 
IRENE COHEN 
has the 
JOBS IN NEW YORK CITY! 
COMPUTER ASSISTED PERSONNEL SERVICES 
ENTRY LEVEL POSITIONS. SOME TYPING NEEDED. $/4-18,000 
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r-------------------~. Please send me a mini-resume form. 
NAME: _____________ _ 
ADDRESS: (School) ________ _ 
(Home) ______________ _ 
RETURN TO: IRENE COHEN PERSONNEL 
L------~~~~~~~w_!~~~~~-~ 
. 
ff Hap~y 39th .Birthd;~ : 
t ISRAEL 
: 
Monday May 4, 1987 · 
* 
LEAD COUNSELOR POSITIONS 
AT CAMP STARLIGHT 
~ ATHLETICS- * t GYMNASTICS : 
~ TENNIS. * 
~ TEEN LEADER * 
for outgoing, talented Jrs., Srs., 
& Grads (20 and up} at leading 
modern coed camp in No. 
Poconos, PA. Working with 
mature staff from all 
regions from 6/20-8121. 
Call (516)599-5239. 
•• TM lfalerfn11 
702 Willow Ave. 277-0811 · 
* MONDAY: COLLEGE NIGHT 
$1. 00 Bar Poured Drinks 
$. 75 Drafts 
*WEDNESDAY: BEAT THE CLOCK 
9-10 $.50 Bar Poured Drinks 
10-11 $1.00 
11-12 $1.25 
$1.00 Bud Bottle 
$1. 00 Kamikaze 
ALL NITE 













magnificent outdoor environment, 
people from everywhere, 
free concerts and theater ... 
Come enjoy it all! 
--------------
Send me, P>~ell's Summer Session Announcement of 
· ·credil"courses and special programs 
Na111e...__ _________ _ 
Address--------
City/State/Zip ---------
THE ITQACAN _l;l 
'Keyboardist creates his own music· 
BY SUSAN FEATHER 
"It's hard to explain what I do, 
really," said Aydin Esen, a composer 
and virtuoso,keyboardist who filled 
Ford Hall's Nabenhauer room last 
Thursday night for a two-hour session 
of answering questions and 
demonstrating his talents. 
. Yet, his music needed no explana-
tion. ~vhen the 24-year-old turkish 
musician sat down at the Kurzweil an 
electronic keyboard that can so~nd 
like the entire Boston Symphony Or-
chestra. ln fact, Esen originally tested 
the board. 










and still have time 
for fun in the sun. 
• ( 'hoosp From l lurnh·('d~ or 
(..Jualit.y ( ' ( )Ul'S( 'S 
• ( id Cl:edits All('ad. t"or Fall 
• l\fakl'-l lp J\:Iissc·d Cn·dits 
• Morning, AftPrnoon & 
Ewning ( 'lass<'s 
• Start as early as (i A:\l & 
as laU' as 8::m PlVI 
Sessio11 I 
, .JtlJH' hl-· 
. Ju\> :2nd 
Session JI 
.Jul_\ 1i1l1- . .\ug1,..,t 1;t1i 
-I I l,t:,.., \\"1 •d, I> • 
\t) !"11cb~ ( ·1;i-,-.,·-. 
friend Rick Beato, an '84 IC graduate 
a'ld local jazz guitarist, Esen headed 
~traight for the Kurzweil with barely 
a glance at the eager audience of ap-
proximately 75 people. 
The sounds of a full symphony fill-
ed the room as Esen's fingers raced 
madly across the keyboard, with his 
body curved over the instrument. Oc-
casionally, his full head of curly 
brown hair cocked sideways with his 
ears straining for every detail of sound 
from the black Kurzweil. 
As he sounded the final chord, 
spontaneous applause broke out 
among the listeners who had waited 
weeks for this night to hear him play. 
Esen stood up and, wiping his 
forehead with the back of his hand, 
moved behind the baby grand piano 
at the back, graciously accepting the 
praise, but signaling that he needed no 
more. 
Sponsored by the Phi Mu Alpha 
fraternity, Esen's visit last week in-
cluded an hour of classical music and 
one of jazz, but he doesn't put himself 
in either category as a musician. 
"I don't call myself either a classical 
or jazz player'. l'm just trying to come 
up with something unique," he said. 
"It's all in his harmonies, said Tom 
Verrier, a Phi Mu member who work-
ed to present Esen. "His style is so dif-
ferent from anybody else. He's a 
musical genius." 
That personal style began with his 
traditional classical background in 
Turkey. When he was only about 
14-years old, he was already profes-
sionally performing his own composi-
tions, playing 20 or 25 concerts a year, 
said Esen. After graduating from the 
University of Istanbul, he studied and 
toured through Europe for about one 
and a half years, and learned all he 
could about classical as well as jazz 
music. 
"I did rr:y homework," said Esen, 
and it shows. Through scholarships, 
he also attended Juliard and the New 
England Conservatory for two years. 
Although he says he enjoys playing 
classical piano, he feels constrained by 
all the rules. Still, he believes everyone 
should know them before moving on. 
"You hfve to know the rules to 
· break the1--and then l break them" 
he said as his fingers brushed over the 
keyboard of the piano. He told 
students to first "learn the tradition, 
then take it from there." 
For anyone who was not convinc-
ed of his unusual talents from the first 
half of the lecture, his jazz piano im-
provisation beginning the second half 
had to make the final judgement a 
positive one. 
Professional jazzer Steve Brown 
smiled and nodded his head to the 
complex rhythms and lightning-f.ast 
runs over the entire keyboard. 
But there was another sound com-
ing from the small stage--Esen was 
humming the melody. His theory: 
"Don't play any lines you can't sing," 
he explained later. "It helps--you try 
to hear what you play ... you become 
more musical." He stressed to 
students that "it is very important that 
, you listen to yourself." 
Although his classical background 
is essential to his jazz playing-"That's 
how I learned to play the piano"--he 
will not mix the two styles. They are 
"totally different concepts," he said, 
adding that each is very clear in his 
mind. 
Esen currently lives in Boston, 
where he teaches about JO student1;-
and composes his own music. In Ju-
ly, he will tour Japan for three weeks 
with great jazzers such as Bob Moses. 
He also hopes to tour the United 
States eventually, but he can not 
decide whether he would go alone or 
with a group. "If I tour alone I can 
do more," he says, "and I love what 
l do." 
For now, he is tiappy composing 
and playing for himself, creating his 
mm style and "still learning--l have 
a lot to learn yet." He is on his way 
into the eyes and~rs of the public, 
but does not seem to give much 
thought to his impendfng fame. He 
thinks mostly about his music, he 
,aid. "I think about it every minute 
of the day.'' ____________________________________ __;. ________ _ 
Dance Concert opens next- week 
\ erbal non~equitor~ exploring people "Dance C~ncert '87'' will run Mav~ · "Dance Concen '87" i~ an evening '_ 
of new choreography crealed and per~ 
formed by the faculty and students of 
the Cornell Department or Theatre 
Art, Dance Program opening May 
7 in Willard Straight Theatre. Thi, 
year's concert, funded in part b) the· 
Cornell Council of the Creative and 
Performing Am. will include the 
\\Ork of gue,t choreographer Mitchell 
Ro~e and an excning variety of live 
music. 
For "Dance Concert '87"' t\·lr. Ro,e 
h,1, created a r 1e1\ \\Ork to Ew urswm, 
a piano solo by Samuel Barber. \11. 
Rose explain'> the \1ork as .-.a dark, 







Put a Little 
Pizzazz in Your 
Spring wardrobe! 
Come in and 
Try on our 
Floral Laces 
& Nylon Tricots . 
in assorted rolors. 
Bv Olga, Fantasia. 
· & Vanity Fair. 
on a p~ychological pretipice." 7-9 at 8pm and May IO ar 2:30pm i~ 
The mu~ic of Cornell's David Willard Straight Theatre. Tickets may 
Borden accompanie, a trio for three be purchased from the Theatre Cor-
women created and performed by nell Box Office a.t the back door or 
Cornell dance srndent, Ann Boyd. Willard Straight Hall or by calling 
Borden's music. well-known to Ithaca (607) 255-5165, 12:30-5:30pm, Mon-
aud1ences, is again feaiured in a qu111- day through 'Saturday. Ticket, may be 
tent of unrestrained kmet 1c, and c\- charged anti picked up che night of the 
tended bodies designed b-. I.~ n.:l!e performance or m.iiled upon rcque,1. 
Kla\\On to both exhilaralc ,111d rc\a, 1 n:ket, !or Thtmday C\<.:ning and 
the audience. Sunday \!atmee performance, ,m: 
Visiting faculty member June Firn:h S4.50 for adult, and S3.50 t'o1 '>tudenh 
ha•, ..:reated a piece for lifreen dancer, and ,en101 clliA·m. l·mJa:,· JnJ Sarur-
w Chopin's Polonaise No. 7 m .-l }lat, day mght performance, are 55.50 for 
,ubrirlcd Fantas1e, and 11ill abo per- adulb, S4.50 for srudcnh a11d ,e11itH 




on the commons• open 'til 9-f~~~t & Fri. 
• • I(~ ,. •?. ' 
. : 
14 THE rrHA_CAN 
} ... I ~'GARFIELD® by Jim Davis 
I f'AT'fl A fONNY THING. tyJQlJ NEVER LOSE. IT FROM THE I RIGHT PLACE5 
--------------'® 
PEANUTS@ by Charles M. Schulz 
S"•Z. 












ANDil-tAT BRINGS MY 
LECTU~ TO A CLOSE. ) 
APTS FOR RENT 
PASSIVE SOLAR RE,NTALS 
4 large bedrooms furnisbed,large 
attached solarium w/Trombe · 
Wall, I \/2 baths,beautiful wood 
fireplace/stove, super energy 
efficient design and const. 
BRAND NEW and available for 
Fall. WALK TO CAMPUS. 
Call between 10am and 9pm 
only 272-3818. 
Choice apartments for f11II. Huge, 
high ceilings, heat included. 
1-2-3-4 bedrooms. N. Tioga St., 
E. Seneca St., Linn St., many more 
257-7257. 
Available Next Fall 
Apartments in great location 
(off Columbia Street) 
3 bedrooms/Living Room/ 
Kitchen/I \/2 Bathroom/Inside 
Garage/2 Parking Spaces 
Attached/Outside Patio/Private 
Street/With or Without 
Furniture.Call between 2-lOpm 
273-8756 or 273-6142 
SUMMER SUBLET- Two bedroom, 
PLENTY of room for three. MUST 
pay all of.June ($420 total);' July and 
August very negotiable (plus utilities) 
Walk to campus and commons (509 
South Aurora). Call Roger or Mark at 
272-5900. 
1 bedroom apt. for rent in Spring '88. 
Perfect for students returning from 
London. 514 South Aurora (The 
Home). Fully furnished. $310/mo. (in-
cluding utilities). Washer & Dryer In the 
building. Front & Rear parking. Very 
clean & Bright. 6 month sublease. Call 
Kevin 273-9424. 
APTS FOR RENT 
Summer Sublet 2 bedroom apartment 
on the Commons. Call now .•. GREAT 
. LOCATION and LOW RENT. 
277-2197 
Summer Sublet 1-4 bedrooms available 
furnished house. Two minutes from IC, 
Commons and bus stop. 407 South 
Aurora $130/mo. Call 273-1827. 
HELP WANTED 
OPPORTUNITY UNLIMITED FOR 
COLLEGE STUDENTS 
Earn while you learn with rapidly 
growing, aggressive organization. 
Train during the summer for an 
excellent future with unusual promo-
tional and financiai opportunities. 
Scholarship available. For appointment 
call 756-9050. · 
CRUISE SHIP JOBS. 
NOW HIRING 
Summer. Careers. Excellent pay plus 
World travel. For information call 
(296)736-0775 ext. 198A. 
SUMMER JOBS 
RET AIL/$8.00 
National firm must fill 45 fuU time sum-
mer openings in the greater Buffalo and 
Rochester areas. Business majors and 
others may apply. Corporate scholar-
. ships available, excellent training pro-
vided. For interview call Buffalo 
(716)691-2701, Rochester (716)359-2301 
Part Time help for evenings and 
weekends. Shift beginning in May. Call 
277-3307. 
ISITTRUE 'tO BEIN5~D 
$50CO FORTI-IIS BALDERQASH? ( 
HELP WANTED 
Hiring Today! Top Pay! Work at 
Home 
No experience needed. Write Cottage 
Industries 1407\/2 Jenkins, Norman 
QkJahoma 7}062 
FOR SALE 
1978 Toyota Celics (standard) IN 
GREAT CONDITION! Extras include: 
AC and Stereo. Call 277-2197 ASAP. 
Looking for furniture? Kitchen set, 
couches, beds for sale. Call 277-2197. 
MUSICAL 
THE SOUND GUYS 
Ithaca's Finest D.J.'s on wheels 
273-6034. 
MISCELLANEOUS 
Joan, Micki, Lisa, Sue.& Deb: 
We've almost made it! Thanks for mak-
ing these past four years memorable. I 




The best of friends, the best or" times. 
Looks like we made it, (well almost)! · 
I love you guys! 
KAP 
To the Burnies of The Crabber, 
Weegie's House and Pleasant St. it's 
been a great 4 years! 
WANTED: 2 Female roommates to 
share a cottage on Cape Cod. Please call 
273-3736. 
Happy Belated Birthday Neil Aaron! 
The Ithacan wishes to extend their 
,,.,;., 
congratulations and the 
Best of Luck to the 
Class of 1987 
l ' ' 
April 3C_), 1987 
cOllegiate crosSword 
ACROSS 
1 Thin, flat cracker 
6 Dance routine 
10 Defense mechanism 
11 Plant shoots 





20 Mr. Arkin 
22 Beauty mark 
23 Airborne obJect 
24 Window part 
25 "- we forget" 
26 - tube 
27 Flower parts 
29 Most independent 
30 Carry on 
31 Sheet of ice 
32 ls in the driver's 
seat 
35 ~ule of the movies 
38 Colorful flower 
39 Cafe au -
40 Tennis great 
42 Fonnerly 
43 College in Houston 
44 Stratagem 
45 Assam silkwonn 
46 Musical interv~l. 
'49 Fifth -
50 Lightweight fabric 
52 Mentally exhausted 
54 Muffle 
55 Nixon cabinet mem-
ber, and family 
56 Picked a card 
57 Town in Belgium 
DOWN 
l Guarantee 
2 Mr. Buchwald 
3 Square's partner 
4 Sicilian volcano' 
5 Military unit 
6 Backbone 
7 The GMAT, for one 
8 Corrode 
9 Type of candy 
10 Australian sights 
11 Food fish 
12 Perfonns like 
Seo t t Ham1 l ton 
13 - opera 
15 Tennis great 
18 Mr. Hart 
21 Closest 
23 Patella 
25 Eye part 
26 Golf club 
28 Name in Cohan song 
29 Like old ginger 
ale 
31 With 36-Down, 
Pol~nesjan kingdom 
32 With 47-Down, 
police setup 
33 Like most roads 
34 Preserved, as 
fodder 
35 - lift 
36 See· 31-Down 
37 Pushes 
39 Cheer up 
41 Caught sight of 
43 Freshen 
46 Aspect 
47 See 32-Down 
48 Broadway show 
51 Swiss river 
53 Fury 




, •. ~ ..... By GARY LARSON 
l(~ 
~~- . C1111Un1M11·,_.,,._ ,, 
._ ''Weli, 1fi•m··1ucky, I .should be ~~t, io ·ge1 
on this thing In about six more W98lcl. .. 
. ·· .. 
Center Ithaca 
Downtown· s remarkable 
marke~p~ace of specialty shops, 
cafe d1n1ng & entertainrnent, in 
the Heart of the Ithaca 
Commons. ·spring shopping to 
meet your style, and Sunday 
· specials too. 





• sounds Fine 
The Corning Outlet Store 
Shalimar Bazaar 
Gold & Silver Galleries 
AC~tAbove 
Juana·s Cantlna 
The Pizza Oven 
,-\fter Eden 
The Diamond Shop 
Benetton 




Hours: M,T,W. Sat., 10-6 • Th. & Fri. rill 9. Sun:, 12-s 
THE ITHACAN 15 
Six ''Brand New'' 5 bedroom apartments 
Features Include: 
Dishwashers 
Wall to wall carpeting 
Intercom system 
2 full bathrooms, 
New furniture 
Window blinds 
Off street parking 
1 block to bus 
3 blocks to commons 
Convenient to both I. C. and Cornell. 
Available August 1987. 























S P O A' T S W O A K\S 
107 Sputh C~yµga . .,rv,on-Sat 10-6 , ., 
· · Thurs-Fri 1 i-8 ...... ~-~ .,, 
.. ~.w.: . .....»~~+<,". 
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LETTERS 
from page 9 
For the softball tournament on 
May 13,_ we_need teams. Co-ed teams 
should be organized and a roster of 
names with a contact person can be 
left in the Student Government Office 
ori the t!ilid floor of the Union. 
Remember all teams must be.e<>-ed: If 
your name is not on a roster, feef free 
to come to the fields on the day of the 
event. Bats and balls will be provided 
but try to bring gloves. 
Tickets for the Haunt Concert and 
the Semi-Fonnal go on sale May 6 in 
the Egbert Union Saferoom. 
If you have any questions, feel free 
- . to contact your Senior Class officers. 
A copy of the Senior Week Schedule 
will be sent to you in the mail during 
finals week! Good luck with fmals 
this is it! ' 
Michelle Nolan 
Senior Class Representative 
Leaves do not 
belong in lasagna 
During a recent dinner (Mon. April 
13) at the Union cafeteria I had the 
unique pleasure to have a taste of the 
outdoors with my meal. 
The main course on this night was 
lasagna. While my first few· bites were 
fine, it was then that I pulled a leaf 
(as in tree) out of my entree. Needless 
to say my meal was over. That, 




· ITIIACAN/ ADAM ~NER 
SECOND PLACE: Kermit Moyer races to a 2nd place finish in the 400-meter hurdles at last weekend'; ICAC 
meet. St: Lawrence's Andy Silver won the event. · 
Viewpoint 
from page 17 
Now how about the other league? 
You know, the one with the better pit-
chers and no old guys hanging around 
just to bat. 
which saw first the Red Birds and then 
the Mets win the division. 
l hls race will go down to the 
second-to-last series of the summer, 
when these foes are scheduled to face 
each other in St. Louis. They'll remain 
oh-so-close until then, close enough to 
nip and banter alf the way, but 
whoever wins that series will win 
everything this year--the pennant, the 
Series, bragging rights, everything. 
and Astros definitely, and the 
Dodgers maybe. So who's the 
favorite? Dave Parker or Pedro Guer-
rero? Chili Davis or Eric Davis or 
Glenn Davis? 
AprD 30, 1987 
Review~, 
from page 20 
Choate had straight set wins in the 
. first two rounds but lost to PRI's Tom 
Palimino 5-7, 6-3, 6-0. In other singles 
action, Kurlander was eliminated by 
top-seeded Jeff Snow of RPI, 6-2, 
3-6, 6-3, and Bradshaw lost to the· 
eventual singles champion, Gunner 
Overstrom of Hobart, 6-2, 6-7, 6-5. 
The doubles pair of Bradshaw· and 
Studnick advanced to the finals before 
losing a heartbreakers, 6-4, 2-6, 6-4, 
to Snow and Tom Larkin of RPI. 
Baseball-
•a:om page 18 
The highlight of the inning was Vin-
cent Roman's monstrous two run 
· home run which struck the scoreboard 
in left field. But it was Lou Milano 
who led the Bombers with three RBIs. 
He also scored once and had a single 
and a double. Shawn Coyle reached 
base in all three of his plate ap-
pearances. He was 2 for 2 with a walk, 
a run and a pair of RBIs. Coyle also 
knocked in the game-winning RBI. 
· Tim Wilson enjoyed another 3 for 4 
game, as he collected a single, double 
and a triple. Wilson scored three times 
and also had an RBI. Brian Parrotte 
was 3 for 4 with two runs and an RBI, 
giving him five hits on the day, and 
Mike Valente was I for 2 with a walk, 
a double, a run and an RBI. Fritz 
Hamburg was 1 for 3 with a double, 
a rµn and an RBI, and Dan Burns 
chipped in with a base hit. Freshman 
Shawn Ogilvie (4-0) had a decent 
outing despite some control problems. 
In his four innings of work, he allow-
ed three hits, and three runs (two earn-
ed). He walked five and struck out 
one. Sophomore Doug Duell pitched 
two innings, allowing two hits, an 
earned run, and a walk, and freshman 
Jeff LaGase mopped up pitching one 
scoreless inning in which he walked 
one and whiffed one. 
The reason I am upset is the way 
the situation was handled. When I 
told the "manager" what I had found 
he joked,-"dC?n'J tell anyone else, 
they'll all want one." I shudder to 
think this is the way this buffoon 
would have handled this situation in 
a real restaurant. I am embarassed 
that this is the product being produc-
ed by Ithaca College. I would certainly 
hope that some action is taken by the 
poeple in charge. Unless they too have 
this attitude. 
In the East, the Mets and Cardinals 
have a ligitimate, full-scale war going 
on. Both are tremendously talented . 
teams stacked with some of the 
highest quality everyday players in the 
majors. Both boast top-notch pitching 
staffs, and similarly, both are minus 
their aces--Gooden and Tudor, both 
of whom were lost to stupid, needless 
accidents. 
For this situation, my prediction 
calls for reflection. Two years ago, the 
Mets took two out of three at the 
same time of year under similar 
pressure. Look for them to do it 
again, with Gooden defeating Tudor 
in game three. 
What it comes down to is pitching-
-pitching wins pennants. The Astros 
have pitching. Mike Scuff (I mean 
Scott), Rollin' Nolan Ryan, et al will 
be responsible for hurling the 'Stros 
into a National League pennant 
rematch with the Mets. r-_-_:.J_•_•..!'-,-... -,-_. ... __ 
So, when you get back up to Ithaca .--_-.......,._...._--,1;;..:;;:.:.c:=--'::::.c:=..11 
David Zimmerman 
TV/R '87 A war of words has been fought 
since the Keith Hernandez trade in 
'83. It has evolved into a pressure-
. cooker over the last two seasons, 
For people who care about people:-
teachers, counselors, health and human 
services professionals-Northeastern Uni-
versity has a special place where you can 
obtain the knowledge and skills needed 
. to help others. Boston-Bouve College of 
Human Development Professions. 
You can reach out and further your 
career with Master Degree programs 
that include: · 
Master of Education 
• Counseling 
• Con~ulting Teacher of Reading 
• Curriculum and Instruction 
• Educational Research 
• Human Development 
• Rehabilitation 
• Special Education 
Master of Science 
• Counseling Psychology 
• Physical Education 
• Recreation Management 
• Speech-Language Pathology & 
1 QS Audiology · · 
programs are also available. j
: B TQ N, _ Doctoral and non-degree certification 
BOUVE For more information and a free catalog · / . : call (617) 4~7 -~?08 orwrite to Boston- . ' 
0 
. BouveCollegeatt~addressbelow: ' 
. Nortiasan~, 
.. , ,. : .. 
Graduate School, Boston-Bouve College"of Huma;; Development'Pr~fessions 
107 l?O'kser Hal!,No,theastern Ur:iiversity, 31:iO Huntington Alie., Boston, MA 02115 
,, r• ....,.; ......... -~~,-,M·--~·~ ........... ,~~ .. ~-
l 
- ~-
The N.~, West? Who really 
knows? You have the Giants, Re$ 
- . 
in late August, there'll be some pen-
nant races awaiting. And when the 
teams that are to make the play-offs 
finally do, probably in the last game 
or two of the season, remember this-
-I told you so. 
:Rent fro"1 HERTZ PENSKE. 
·And be a ROAD SCHOLAR. 
The best way to get home is in 
a Hertz Penske 1TuCk. That's because 
they're easy to rent. Easy to drive. 
And easy on the budget. No matter 
what size 1TuCk you need, you'll get 
the one that's just right for you. Plus 
~ 
• 24-Hr. Emergency Rood Service 
• Ft,111 Range of Truck Sizes 
• aeon, Smooth-RUMing Trucks 
• Many Trucks With Auto Trans-
mission and Air Conditioning 
For quality, comfort, cost and 
you'll get the Hertz. 
Penske promise of: 
• low Rates Hertz 
convenience, no 
other rental truck 
con move you like a 
Hertz Penske truck. • No Mileage Charge 
• Locations Coast To 
. Coast 
(.all for informa-
tion and reservations. 
THE Wl~NING TEAM_: HERTZ PENSKE ANQ,!ou. 
10% Off With This Ad (expires 9-1-87) \. .. • 
~uni$ rexaco Ithaca Shopping Center 
:~ 





$300 PITCHERS OF 
Budweiser -
KING Of' BEERS. 
IMPORT NIGHT 
'. ·-·•1·1() 
\"> __ for all Imports 
•" 
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Viewpoint 
When the summer is over . 
•• 
Thoughts-
BY DAVID SEIGERMAN 
I told ·yo"il'So. 
Actually, I haven't yet, but this is 
the last issue of the semester and I'm 
about to. Since you're all·caught up 
in finals and last minute end-of-the-
semester things, you're probably too 
busy to have noticed the direction in 
which baseball is heading this sum-
mer. So I'll tell you. 
The season, though it seems like it 
started only yesterday, is already 
twenty-ish games old. So far, all we 
can tell from the games that have been 
played is that most, if not all, of the 
divisions.this year will not be decided 
until that fat lady belts out her final 
few bars. 
Consider, if you will, the American 
League East. -The Milwaukee Brew-
Crew is chugging along confidently as 
if they are unaware that most 
knowledgeable spo~P_ersons picked 
No Waiiing 
them to finish dead last. It is certain 
that Rob Deer is going to hit a lot of 
homers, and that Teddy Higuera is 
going to chalk up a lot of wins. Con-
sequently, it follows that the Brewers 
are going to continue to surprise a lot 
of people. 
If that restaurant in Milwaukee 
plans on giving out 10,000 free ham-
burgers every time the Brewers win 
twelve in a row, as happened after the 
record-tying streak at the beginning of 
the season, Wisconsin is bound to suf-
fer a serious shortage of cows. 
What is more astonishing than the 
Brewers production is that there's still 
a race in the division. True, it's early 
in the years, but in 1984, the Tigers 
won the division because of their in-
credible start, and the Mets never 
looked back after winning 14 of 17 
last season. · 
The most astonishing thing is that 
Call 273-4111 
.Area's Biggest and B,est 
BOWLING 
Ides Lanes 
Across from East Hill Plaza 
HCa!f for Reservations & Directions,, 
~-----------T-----------~ 1. Bowl One • Get One I Bowl One • Get One I I I I 
the Yankees have stayed in contention 
on the strength of their pitching. What 
business does ex-Phillie Phlop Charlie 
Hudson have pitching shut-outs and 
tossing around a commanding 
fastball? 
The big question for the Yanks is 
how long can this dream of a pitching 
staff go on? For their sake, the answer 
better be· for as long as the Brewers' 
dream lasts. 
But in the East, there's another 
team waiting in the wings-the Toron-
to Blue Jays. With their line-up, 
they'll be right up there all year, look-
ing to pick up some ground when the 
unproven Brewers and Yanks falter. 
My guess is August. So pick the Jays 
to win this one after a long September 
fight that will show the Jays' talent 
overcoming the magic of Milwaukee 
and the luck of the Yanks. 






Wear ·. :-;:, 
question - Why are the Mariners in 
third this late in the season? Don't 
bother answering because they won't 
be there much longer. 
The Angels and Twins have been 
beating each other up in a dog tight 
for first. These two will continue to 
fight each other all year, leaving 
neither a free hand to grasp a 
strongbold on first place. 
Bo Jackson, though, has some 
pretty capable hands (and arms and 
legs and power, etc.). With last year's 
sophomore jinxed Bret Saberhagen 
back to his earlitT Cinderella form, the 
Royals will prove to be the team to 
beat out west. But while Bo will win 
the Rookie of the Year honors by a 
mile, K.C. will edge the Angels/Twins 
,. connection by a mere game or two, 
and no team will win more than 85 
games. 
see Viewpoint page 16 
from page 19 
were blowing through their schedule 
in the NFL (10-1 at one point) and 
everyone was smelling an all-New 
York Super Bowl. 
As the year progressed, we saw the 
Giants destroy the Denver Broncos in 
the Super Bowl. And, in the NCAA 
tournament, the Providence Fryars 
shocked the Georgetown Hoyas while 
the 6rangemen did the same to North 
Carolina. The national championship 
came down to Indiana's Keith 
Smartl's jump shot with only four 
ticks left on the clock. Make it-
Indiana wins, miss it-Syracuse wins. 
And, most recently, it was the "Fight 
, of the Century" -Hagler vs. Leonard. 
A fight which definitely lived up to its 
billings. All the credit ~oes to Sugar 
Ray who did what no other boxer has 
ever done-return to the ring and win 
the middleweight title in his first fight. 
. ---- ·---·--·---'-------------
AME,RICAN MAOE. :',_ 
-r· s·H1··a·· ··s···._,-,_,·.·. 
. I-~ . , . , ,. ·1--:: ,, /:-· .. 
. .. ~ ·~ . ',, . . . . .. . ,• ~,~ : -
273-7939 I FREE I FREE I I I 
I IC Limit One Per Person ,LI IC Limit One Per Pers~n I House of Shalimar 
~----------- -----------· 
downtown on the Ithaca Commons 
r 
A permanent peace library 
has been established on the 
ground level of the chapel 
Ope·n 9-2 Monday-Friday 
• • 
'' Peace 1s a conscious 
choice'' 
. ,.i-. _.. 
.,·> .. :,.· 
- •. :1 ~- ·, . :· 
. :· ~- ·.::) ··, ... · \: . 
..., ....... ' ~ -
. -
".We dohiihat we-do;-... ~ 
AN EXCITING NEW AND DIFFERENT 
OUTDOOR. EQUIPMENT alid. CLOTHING STORE . 
we carry specialized outerwear, swlmwear,activewear and footwear ... Plus a large dept of 
exclusive hard goods including canoes, sailboards, te,:its,sleeping p~gs, soft lugg~ge ... , 
~ ;215 N.·, .. Cayugi' Str.eet. Dewitt._Mall Ithaca,: N~l 14~40:._ 
. : ~ . . ' ; . . . ~ ' ' ~ ,.· .. ;"' -.~ ,I h h ,, 
, , , ...•.. ,~·~ 1 a-~ .. ,.. ~ : ~; ·:: qn,d may ·,.,,_,<;,;: ,w .· .a/ ,;We-.J·. Q.ose ', : . :,:: -~,: 
• ·· · - ... • ·- ··" ·' 
1 ~ '--:~ /t': t-:: A l'1e·· "n"' · Whee· 'l,s· 
.............. 
~' • ~, • J ~ '. • : ; ' 
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BY GREG BARTALOS 
On Thursday April 23, the 
Bombers traveled to Cortland and 
swept SUNY Cortland by scores of 
9-1 and 9-2. Ithaca had a 3-1 lead 
before putting the game out of reach 
by scoring six seventh inning runs. 
The star of the game was junior Fritz 
Hamburg. Hamburg was 2 for 3 with 
three RBIs and a home run. It was 
Hamburg's first home run of the year. 
Sophomore Brian Parrotte also en-
joyed a productive day in going 2 for 
4 while scoring a run and knocking in 
two. Sophomore Tim Wilson was 1 
for 3 with a run and an RBI, and 
freshman Dan Bums chipped in with 
an RBI single in three trips to the 
plate. In his only time at bat, junior 
Mike Valente connected on a run-
scoring single and later went on to 
score. Freshman Vincent Roman con-
tinued to prove why he is the 
Bomber's catalyst. In four trips to the 
plate, Roman collected three singles 
and also stole a base. Junior Lou 
Milano, sophomore Steve Graham 
and freshman Kevin Harper also 
scored. Junior Chris Gill (6-2) con-
tinued his winning ways. In seven in-
nings, Gill allowed just qne run on 
fivt;. hits, while walking three and 
striking out seven. The win was Gill's 
fifth in a row and also made him the 
team leader in that category. The vic-
tory upped the Bomber's record to 
W-7. 
In the nigbtcap, the Bombers ran 
their winning streak to 18 as they step-
ped on SUNY Cortland 9-2. The on-
ly home run in the game came from 
Steve Graham. Graham's two-run 
clout was his seventh home run of the 
year, and placed him four ahead of 
Vincent Roman, who is second on the 
team with three. Junior Shawn Coyle 
was 1 for 3 with three RBIs. He 
knocked in two runs with a single and 
brought home another with a sacrifice 
fly. First baseman Tim Wilson reach-
ed base all three times he came to bat. 
He had two singles, a walk, three runs 
scored and an RBI. Brian Parrotte en-
joyed another productive game, go-
!ng 3 for 4 with a double and two runs 
scored, and Vincent Roman con-
tinued his winning ways by reaching 
base three times. In his five plate ap-
pearances, Roman walked twice, 
singled; stole a base, and scored a run. 
Dan Bums and senior Dave Ferrara 
also scored. Senior Mike Middaugh 
(5-1) had a shutout intact, until he 
allowed a run in the bottom of the 
sixth. Middaugh pitched a masterful 
game, allowing just_f our base hits en 
route to his second complete victory. 
Only one of the two runs were earn-
ed, as Middaugh walked one, and' 
struck out ten. The victorv improved 
the Bomber's record to 21-7, as they 
tied their 1962 club record for 18 con-
secutive wins. 
On Saturday April 25, the Bombers 
returned home to play host to the Buf-
falo Bulls. They went on to sweep the 
Bulls 10-0 and 11-4; the wins extend-
ed their winning streak to twenty, a ; 
new school record. Conp;rats 
Bombers! The Bombers collected 10 
runs on 14 hits and played errorless 
ball. Every Bomber in the line-up con-
tributed with either a run, a hit or an 
RBI. Lead off hitter Vincent Roman . 
was 1 for 3 with two RBIs and second 
baseman Brian Parrotte went 2 for 3 
with a double, two runs and a pair of 
RBIs. He also collected the game win-
ning RBI. Tim Wilson was 3 for 4 
with a double, two runs and an RBI 
as catcher Fritz Hamburg went 2 for 
3 with a double, a run scored and an 
RBI. Shortstop Dan Bums collected 
two hits in four trips, while scoring 
once and knocking in one, while 
designated hitter Shawn Coyle en-
joyed a 1 for 3 game with a run ano 
an RBI. Third baseman Lou Milano 
' had a single, a double, and an RBI. 
Steve Graham and Kevin Harper 
scored three runs between themselves. 
Freshman Brian DeLola ( 4-1) twirled 
a magnificent complete game shutout. 
He scattered seven hits, didn't walk a 
batter and struck out five. 
In the nightcap, Ithaca un-
characteristically had to wait until the · 
second inning before they scored. The 
Bombers scored five runs on seven 
hits as they batted around the order. 
see Baseball page 16 
AWORDFROI 
''PYTIION"PISCOPO EX• 
ABOUT MILLER LITE 
c, 1986 Miller Brewing Co,. Milwaukee. WI 
* TRANSLATION: A SUPERBLY BREWED, FINE TASTING PILSNER BEER. 
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Ithaca. College Scores 
(through Tuesday) 
Baseball 
IC 9 Cortland 1 
IC 9 Cortland 2 
IC 10 Buffalo 0 
IC 11 Buffalo 4 
IC 10 Oneonta 4 
Men's Lacrosse 
IC 14 Oarkson 9 
IC 10 RIT 11 
Women's Lacrosse 
IC 5 E. Stroudsberg 8 
IC 7 William & Smith 6 
IC 11 St. Lawrence 12 
Softball 
IC 1 Cortland 2 
IC 3 Cortland 1 
IC O Bloomsburg 3 
IC 5 Bloomsburg 9 
IC 1 E. Conn. 4 
IC 6 E. Conn. 7 
Men's Tennis 
IC 9 Mansfield 0 
IC 3 Hobart 6 
IC 7 .LeMoyne 2 
3rd ICAC's 
Women's Track 
1st place- Hartwick Invitational 
Men's Track 
1st place- ICAC meet 
Golf 
IC 423 Binghampton 420 
IC 423 Syracuse 460 
IC .449 Colgate 423 
· IC 449 LeMoyne 426 
NFL Draft 
Yust Round 
Adanta.Chris Miller, Oregon 
Buffalo-Shane Conlan, Penn State 
Chicago-Jim Harbaugh, Michigan 
Cincinnati-Jason Buck, BYU 
Oeveland-Mike Junkin, Duke 
Dallas-Danny Noonan, Nebraska 
Denver-Ricky Nattiel, Horida 
Detroit-Reggie Rogers, Washington 
Green Bay-Brent Fulwood, Auburn 
Houston-Alonzo Highsmith, Miami 
Indianapolis-Cornelius Bennett, 
Alabama 
Kansas City-Paul Palmer, Temple 
LA Raiders.John Clay, Missouri 
LA Rams-Donald Evans, 
Winston-Salem 
Miami.John Bosa, Miami 
Minnesota-00 Dozier, Penn State 
New England-Bruce Armstrong, 
Louisville 
New Orleans-Shawn Knight, BYU 
NY Gia_nts-Mark Ingram, Michigan 
St. 
NY Jets-Roger Vick, Texas A & M 
Philadelphia.Jerome Brown, Miami 
Pittsburgh-Rod-Woodson, Punlue 
St. Louis-Kelly Stouffer, Colorado St. 
San Diego-Rob Bemsteine, Texas A 
&M 
San Francisco-Harris Barton, N. 
Carolina 
Seattle-:Tony Woods, Pittsburgh 
Tampa Bay-Vmny Testavenle, Miami 
Washington-Brian Davis, Nebraska 
SPORTS THIS WEEK 
Men's Lacrosse 
4/29 vs. Alfred, 3pm 
Baseball 
5/2 vs. EeMoyne, 1pm 
5/12 al Cornell, 1pm 
5/14 at RIT, 12:00pm 
Golf 













W L Pct. GB 
17 I .944 
14 6 .700 4 
II 8 .579 61/2 
9 11 .450 9 
8 11 .421 91/2 
7 11 .389 10 
7 14 .333 111/2 
Westent Division 
Minnesota 12 8 .600 -
Calif. 11 9 .550 I 1/2 
Seattle 10 10 ,500 21/2 
Kansas Oty 8 10 .444 31/2 
Texas 7 11 .389... _ 41/2 
Chicago 6 11 .353 S 
NATIONAL LEAGUE 
Eastern Division 
St, Louis 10 8 .556 
Chicago 9 9 ,500 1 
New York 9 9 .500 I 
Montreal 8 10 .444 2 · 
Pittsburgh 7 10 .412 21/2 
Philadelphia 6 13 ,316 41/2 
Western Division 
San Fran IS 6 .• 714 
Cincinnati 14 6 .700 1/z 
Houston 12 8 .600 21/2 
Los Angeles 11 10 .524 4 
Atlanta 8 11 .421 6 
San Diego 6 IS .289 9 
Women's Track 
5/1 al New York State Meet 
5/8 at ECAC meet 
5/19 at NCAA's at N. Central College 
Men's Track -
5/2 at Colgate Open 
S/8 al New York State Meet 
S/19 at NCAA's at N, Central College 
Crew 
5/2 at Trinity College 10am 
5/8 at Dad Vail Nationals 7:30am 
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Sports Mike ~· 
A few thoughts 
BY MIKE DAVIDSON 
We've come to another end of the 
year which gives me the chance to 
look back at a year in sports that will 
be hard to forget. 
Who would've thought that we'd 
see the Mets win the World Series, the 
New York Giants win the Super Bowl, 
and Syracuse almost win the NCAA 
championship all in one school year? 
Who would've thought that the Ithaca 
Bombers football squad could follow 
up a 1985 Stagg Bowl season with a 
near-return iriP ir, 1986? And who 
would've thought that an Ithaca 
defense could yield 40 points to 
Salisbury State in the semi-final 
defeat? Who would've thought that 
the Bombers men's hoop team could 
win the ICAC's and come within four 
points of defeating the best team in 
Division III college hoop? Who 
would've thought that the Ithaca 
Gymnastics team could come within 
one-half point of winning the Division 
III National Championship? Who 
would've thought that Coach Paula 
Miller .and the women's swim team 
.ocould place fourth at Nationals·and 
have eight All-Americans and the 
Division III Coach of the Year on the 
team? Who would've thought that the 
IC baseball team, with a roster of 
eight freshmen, would blast through 
almost the enttre Northern part of 
ning 18 games in a row? And finally, 
who would've thought that the Big 
Red lacrosse team would be ranked 
number two in the nation and contend 
for the National Championship (a 
Division l National Champion in 
Ithaca, New York?!?)? 
This year holds some great (and 
bad) moments in sports for all of us. 
Back in October, just when you were 
ready to throw your television set out 
in the street, Boston's Bill Buckner let 
the ball (and the Worlq Series) slip 
tttfough his legs, giving the Mets a 
World Championship. Being a Sox 
fan, I still have a bad taste in my -. 
mouth from that series. And almost 
at the same time, the New York Jets 
see Thoughts page 17 
their schedule without a defeat, ~n-_ __ _'!'!!"!~:::!::==::!!! 
PAPARAZZI ·• 
One sixteen North Aurora Street 
(2nd level) 
Open Hours Mon-Sat 10:30-7:00 
Thursdays Until 8:00pm 
BEST VALUES CLOSEST TO CAMPUS 
SUMMER JOBS PROFESSIONAL MANAGEMENT 
Vector Marketing Corporation 
• Corporate Scholarships Available 
• Management Opportunities 
• Apply now, Begin Work After Finals 
•Grads and Undergrads May Apply 
•Car Needed 
• Gain Valuable Resume Experience 
• Flexible, Full-Time Positions. May Remain Part-Time 
in Fall. 
:;:::;:::::::;:::::::;:::::::::;::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~: 
~fE SUFFOLK, N. Y. [~; 
;f Between 2-6pm ~~~ 
;~I (51 sf 46.7-9499 ~~l 
~::;•:•:•:•:•:•:•!•!•!•!•:•:-:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•:•!•!•!•!•!•:::: 
: ' .. ~ 
. ·' ~ 1:• 
$$$$ 
*Court St.13 blocks from bus route/4 spacious bedrooms, 
newly furnished/bright & clean/off-street parking/air 
conditioning. $200 each including utilities. 
*Coddington Rd./4 bedroom house close to JC and bus 
stop/washer & dryer included/new furniture/spotless 
condition/$225 each. 
*N. Aurora St.14 bedroom apartment spacious with 
eat-in-kitch.en/porchlparking available/$205 each including 
utilities. 
*N.Geneva St./ 1 block from the commons on bus stop/new 
kitchen & bath/large living room/4 bedrooms with a den, or 5 
bedrooms/furnished/$235 for 4, $188 each for 5-includes 
utilities. 
•on the Lake/4 bedroom apartment with an eat-in-kitchen 
large living room/working fireplace!patio/9 month lease 
furnished. Quiet people, please $250 each. 
*Near Upper Buttermilk/4 bedroom house/clean/furnished 
parking included/$175 each. \ 
*Coddington Rd./3 bedroom house across from rear entrance to 
IC!spacious!yardlnice porcheslfurnished/$200 each. 
*Near Upper Buttermilk/3 bedroom apartment/new kitchen with 
new furniture/large yard, garages/washer & dryer hookup. · 
$210 each. 
*N. Aurora St./7 blocks from commons/I block to bus route 
3 bedroom furnished/hardwood floors/bright apartment/parking 
available/$233 each includes utilities. 
*N. Cayuga St.!Large bedroom apartment for 3 people/newly 
decorated with wall-to-wall carpet/laundry nearby/4 blocks from 
· commons/balcony. $/90 each. 
•s. Aurora S~./3 or 4 bedroom/close to Ragans/on bus route 
microwave/new carpeting/furnished and more ... 
These are only a few of our many apartments now available for next year-smaller units are 
also available. Please call for more details and an appc,inlment to view these and others. 




















BY MIKE DAVIDSON 
The Ithaca College men's track 
team continued its dominance of Cen-
tral New York Divison III teams by 
winning its seventh consecutive ICAC 
title last weekend at South Hill Field. 
Ithaca fought neck-in-neck with rival 
St. Lawrence University right down to 
the last event. 
7th straight title 
The Bombers tallied 213 team 
r. :,points to take the title. St. Lawrence 
· finished a close second with 194 points 
while Alfred came in a distant third 
place with 77 points. Ithaca_ 
dominated last year's ICAC's winn-
ing by 105 points, but this spring 
received a stiff challenge from the 
Saints, who were the Division III In-. 
door runner-ups earlier this season . 
This year's meet was the closest since 
1982 when IC edged St. Lawrence 
155-137. 
The Bombers had many standout 
performances last Saturday. Mike 
Johnson was a three-event winner at 
the meet taking the long jump 
(6.68m), triple jump (13.73m) and 
running with the Bombers winning 
., 4xl00 meter relay team (43.0). For the 
runner-up St. Lawrence team~ Tim 
McCrossen tore up the track by set-
ting new ICAC records in the 100 
meter dash (10.2 seconds) and the 200 
meter dash (2'1 .4 seconds). The Saints 
Jukka Tamisuo also set an ICAC 
<.. ·record in the 1,500 meter run (3:51.1) 
and went on to win the 5,000 meter 
run (15:04) as well. Other first place 
finishes for the Bombers were Matt 
Leszyk in the high jump (6'8") and 
Mark Lurz in the 110 meter high 
hurdles (15.2 seconds). Senior pole 
vaulter Tom Lottermoser came into 
the event as the favorite and lived up 
to that billing with a winning vault of 
14 feet one inch. 
The pressure the Saints put on the 
Bombers made the victory rewarding 
in the end for Ithaca. Along with the· 
record-setting feats of McCrossen apd 
Tamisuo, St Lawrence's Richard 
Wright and Chris Dunlay set ICAC 
records in thehammerthrow(l76'4") 
and the shotput (51 '4"), respectively. 
Overall, the Saints won IO out of 20 
total events. In the end, it was the 
depth of the Bombers which clinched 
their seventh straight title. 
Inside ... 
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. • . ITHACAN/ ADAM-RIESNER 
ATTACKER: Senior Derek Keenan, one of Ithaca's all-time leading scorers, led the Bomber's attack to a landslide victory over Alfred yesterday 
• I • 
afternoon. 
Week in review 
Softball and lacrosse losing groµ.nd 
The women's lacrosse team drop-
ped two road contests but picked up 
a win at home in the past week of ac-
tion. In an 8-5 loss to East 
Stroudsburg, the Bomber attack 
managed 35 shots but found the net 
only five times. Sophomore Kelly 
Rayel scored twice for Ithaca. Back 
on South Hill, Ithaca handed William 
Smith only its second loss of the 
season, 7-6. Sophomore Amy Ayers 
tallied three goals for the Bombers. 
Freshman Debby Deaver had three 
goals and senior Terri Cilento added 
three scores but it wasn't enough as 
St. Lawrence disappointed the· 
Bombers, 12-11. Coach Andrea 
Golden's squad received an invitation 
to the state tournament and _will play 
St. Lawrence in the first round at Cor-
tland on Friday. 
[ Softball J 
The once-streaking softball squad 
ran into difficulty last week, losing 
five of six contests. Ithaca took the 
· nightcap of a doubleheader against 
rival Cortland State, 3-1, after falling 
victim in the opener, 2-1. Junior Wen-
dy Haft went 3-for-6 with a triple to 
lead.the Bomber attack. Sophomore 
pitcher Julie Wilcox picked up on the 
win, improving her mark to .8-2. 
Bloomsburg State swept a pair from 
Ithaca, 5-0 on a one-hitter in the 
opener and took the second contest, 
9-5. On Saturday, the Bombers fell to 
national power Eastern Connecticut 
State, 4-1 and 7-6 in nine innings. 
Senior shortstop Carol Buckheit had 
four RBl's, improving her school 
lrecoro ro~::,: ~= 
The men's lacrosse team · battled 
fourth-ranked RIT · to the wire last 
Wednesday before losing an 11-10, 
last-second decision. Offensively, the 
Bomber· attack. •was led .. by senior 
Derek 'Keenan who tallied foW'. goals 
and senior·Tom Collins,· a three-goal 
scorer. Senior def~ Marc 0un-· 
can played his usuai strong game at 
the defensive end and also contributed 
a goal and an assist, and freshman 
Kim Wood earned his first career. 
goal. Freshman goaltender Tim 
McElduff gave another strong effort 
in the i:iets, and came up with 16 saves. 
Ithaca closes out its regular season at 
home against Alfred on Wednesday. 
r Golf 
Last Tuesday, Ithaca (423) lost out · 
to Binghamton (420) but defeated 
Syracuse (460) in a tii-match. Senior 
Tim Bishop earned team medalist 
honors with a 80, just one stroke off 
the day's top score. On Thursday; the 
Bombers (449) lost out-to., Colgate 
(423) and LeMoyne (42li)i. Bishop 
again topped his squad with· an. 84, 
followed by freshman Craig Bailey 
rho mllied;:~nis . i 
The men's tennis team finished the 
regular season on a r~ll, do~g 
Hamilton; 6-3, and LeMoyne, 8-1. 
- Senior-'Peter.Bradshaw, sophomore 
Steve Kurlander in- the victory over 
Hamilton. Bradshaw swept the 
number one singles, 6-3, 6-4, and 
teamed with seriior Keith Studnick to 
witj at·first 4oubles by the same COIDlt. 
Kurlander ~on ·his third singles match 
in three sets and then joined Hess to 
take the second doubles contest, win-
ning a tie-breaker in the third set. 
Ithaca enjoyed one of.its fmest outings 
of the season in the win over Le-
Moyne. 'Sophomore Paul _Greenstone 
and Hess shutout their.opponents in 
straight set singles _ victories and 
'Kurlander was a double-winner. 
Coach Tim Faulkner's gro.up gave , 
a strong showing at the ICAC Cham-
pionships'over the weekend finishing 
third be~d title-winner RPI and se-
cond place Hobart. Studnick and 
Rufus Choate each advanced to the 
third round in single play. Studnick-
had beaten Hobart's Joe Hohnes m· :_ 
three sets and' won his second match 
before Clarkson's Wayne Guay.took. 
a 6-3, 64 decision to elimiilate-him. 
see Review p•·t6 
